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1
Introduction

The human curiosity about nature and our surrounding environment arises primarily

from visual perception. Amid the scientific revolution, visual observation was re-

garded as the ultimate methodological approach in terms of reliability. However, a

variety of natural phenomena are at scales that human eyes cannot perceive, whether

far-distanced stars and planets or tiny elements with subatomic sizes. The evolu-

tionary process of explaining such physical phenomena has always been tied to the

development of optical instruments. The explanation of physical phenomena was

evolved from philosophical assumptions in ancient times to the current state of com-

plex experiments to verify theoretical models. Many theoretical models that account

for physical phenomena in nature have gained credibility through experiments. The

close link between systematic experiments using the state-of-the-art instruments and

conceptualizing new ideas according to those experiments underpins the growth of

natural sciences.

One of the instruments that revolutionized the research in natural sciences is the

optical microscope. Optical microscopes are indispensable imaging devices to study

optical phenomena in scales that human vision is blind to observe. The ability of

optical microscopes to resolve details of objects is described by the optical resolution.

By definition, the optical resolution is the shortest distance between two point-like

objects that can still be resolved with a microscope. It has long been acknowledged

that optical microscopes have limited resolution due to the diffraction limit of light.

Hence, ideas to break the diffraction limit until their implementation have a history

of a century [1, 2].

The resolution of optical microscopes depends on the numerical aperture (NA)

of the objective and the illumination wavelength. The Rayleigh criterion describes
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Chapter 1. Introduction

metallic aperture in both near and far field was proposed by Bethe and Bouwkamp

using diffraction theory [21, 22]. Because of the similarity of the aperture tip with a

subwavelength aperture in the metallic film, several studies were carried out in the

far field and near field to investigate the electromagnetic field distribution near the

aperture tips [23–25] or subwavelength aperture in the metallic film [26]. All those

measurements confirmed that the emission from the aperture tip resembles the dipo-

lar source radiation. However, the combination of electric and magnetic dipoles to

model a particular aperture tip relies on the tips’ geometry and materials used in

fabrication. [27–30]. As long as aperture SNOM tips are not identical, properties

of dipolar emission from the individual aperture tip needed to be characterized for

polarization-resolved near-field measurements.

In one of the breakthrough experiments using the SNOM in illumination mode,

grafting a fluorescent molecule on the apex of the SNOM tip resulted in a more

confined illumination source to image a subwavelength nanostructure [12]. This mea-

surement inspired more near-field experiments based on active probes including fluo-

rescent molecules [31, 32], nanocrystal quantum dots [33, 34], nitrogen-vacancy color

centers [35–37], and rare-earth atoms [38], grafted at the extremity of the SNOM tip.

If a quantum emitter is attached to the apex of the SNOM tip, a more confined point

source or a higher resolution near-field image can be achieved [13]. To understand the

image formation in the illumination mode SNOM, aperture tips and active probes are

viewed as dipolar sources [25, 28, 39–41]. In this regard, the local density of optical

states (LDOS) of the surrounding medium is the quantity to be investigated when it

comes to the radiated power of a dipole in the classical picture or the spontaneous

decay rate of active probes in the quantum picture [42].

In the classical picture, LDOS quantifies the number of available modes in the

medium for a particular oscillation frequency and dipole position. The near-field

intensity distribution is the result of all excited modes due to the dipolar emission

from the aperture tip. Moreover, the dipolar emission from the aperture tip mimics

a dipole radiation. Hence, the LDOS of a nanostructured sample is the most relevant

quantity to describe the obtained image in the illumination mode [43, 44]. Since the

emission from quantum emitters or aperture tips has vectorial nature, only the partial

LDOS can be measured in the illumination mode [45]. The partial LDOS indicates

how strong is the interaction of a dipole having a specific orientation with each of the

excited modes in its surrounding environment [42]. The subwavelength characteristics

of the nanostructures leads to the nonradiative modes dominating the partial LDOS in
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the near field [43,45]. To map the LDOS of nanostructures using a single SNOM tip,

in illumination mode, the radiative components of the transmitted light are filtered,

and thus the angular detection of evanescent waves is carried out in the far field. The

corresponding collected intensity map is the partial LDOS of a nanostructure at the

excitation position [45–47]. However, if an aperture tip is employed for partial LDOS

measurements, its dipolar emission pattern in the near field should be characterized

in advance [48]. The map of LDOS obtained using illumination SNOM or lifetime

imaging of active probes [31] provides information regarding a position and frequency

where the radiation is enhanced or suppressed. However, no near-field information

regarding the electromagnetic field distribution due to a quantum emitter interaction

with a photonic system is accessible in the illumination mode.

Currently, real-world applications of quantum technology emerge from the quan-

tum photonics research. In this regard, single photon sources are critical components

for quantum information processing [49, 50] and quantum sensing [51–53]. The real-

ization of efficient single-photon sources requires the enhancement of the spontaneous

decay rate of quantum emitters. When a quantum emitter is placed near photonic

nanostructures [54] such as nanoantennas [32,55,56], photonic crystal cavities [57,58],

or metasurfaces [59], their spontaneous decay rate is modified resulting in the en-

hancement of their power radiation in the far field. Accordingly, nanoantennas with

different geometries can be grafted at the extremity of the SNOM tip to enhance

the electric or magnetic spontaneous decay rate of quantum emitters [60, 61]. Quan-

tum emitters can also be utilized as tip-based quantum sources of light [62]. In fact,

research toward the realization of quantum photonics systems requires the precise

positioning of quantum emitters as single-photon sources [63]. The spin-orbit inter-

action of light was reported using the emission from the aperture tip with left or

right handed circular polarization to control the directional mode propagation in a

photonic crystal waveguide [64].

Figure 1.2(b) shows the collection-mode SNOM, which was used shortly after the

realization of the illumination-mode SNOM to image beyond the diffraction limit

in the near-field. In the collection-mode SNOM, light is often focused on the sam-

ple through an objective, and the aperture tip maps the near-field distribution over

a sample. SPP modes in plasmonic interfaces, waveguides, or nanostructures have

been mapped using the aperture SNOM [65–71]. The development of 2D photonic

crystals is also owed to SNOM measurements. Near-field measurements of the elec-

tric and magnetic field distribution near photonic crystal cavities and waveguides
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have been carried out with the collection-mode SNOM [72–74]. Furthermore, it was

demonstrated that the presence of a SNOM tip shifts the resonance wavelength of

high-quality factor photonic crystal microcavities, and it can tune the resonance wave-

length in photonic crystal cavities [75–77]. The collection mode also provides direct

access to the near field of complex or disordered dielectric media. In this regard, the

role of correlated disorders in the enhancement of light-matter interaction has been

investigated [78,79].

Figure 1.2(c) demonstrates the illumination-collection SNOM where the excitation

and detection are carried out through a single tip. When it comes to investigating

quantum emitters integrated into nanophotonic systems, the illumination-collection

mode is the main used SNOM configuration. In the illumination-collection mode, light

typically illuminates a sample through an uncoated tip, and the scattered photolumi-

nescence signal from quantum emitters reaches the detector through the same fiber

tip. SNOM with just a single tip has enabled the spectral measurement in the near

field of quantum emitters embedded in photonic crystal cavities [80, 81]. Typically,

an uncoated fiber tip is used to excite and detect the evanescent light through the

same fiber to measure the spectral dependence of the LDOS. The imaginary and real

part of the electric and magnetic mode volume of photonic crystal nanocavities were

also measured using SNOM operating in the illumination-collection mode [82, 83].

Similarly, illumination-collection SNOM has mapped the Anderson localization and

speckle pattern in the near field of disordered photonic crystals where light interfer-

ence leads to a random mode confinement with a small spatial extent [84, 85]. While

the illumination-collection mode of SNOM is a proper technique to measure the spec-

tral dependence of LDOS, the spatial measurement of LDOS using this technique

leads to low resolution because of the scattered light, which is collected not only from

the sharp end of the tip but also through the shaft of the fiber tip. Thus, it is not

feasible to map the spatial extent of the excited modes at a particular position with

a single tip in illumination-collection mode.

The spatial extend of excited modes in complex structured media is described

by the spatial correlation function due to the near-field distribution of the excited

modes [86]. Near-field spatial correlation functions of a random medium are governed

by the imaginary part of the dyadic Green’s function [79]. The dyadic Green’s function

describes the near-field response of any photonic system to an electric or magnetic

dipolar source. In complex and random photonic systems such as random lasers,

light undergoes multiple scattering resulting in localized modes or modes with the
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limited spatial extent [87]. The cross density of states (CDOS) accounts for the

spatial coherence between the point source dipole and the point of interest in random

or disordered nanostructures and is obtained from the imaginary part of the Green’s

function [87–89]. LDOS is also defined mathematically as the imaginary part of the

dyadic Green’s function [42]. If the dyadic Green’s function of a photonic system

is known, one can calculate the electromagnetic field components for any arbitrary

current distribution. Nevertheless, the amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic

near-field components should be known with a high spatial resolution to construct

Green’s function of nanophotonic systems. While microwave measurements of the

Green’s function have been recently reported [90], the measurement for the visible and

near-infrared spectrum has not been addressed yet. Thus, introducing a technique

that enables the dyadic Green’s function measurement, can provide powerful means

to understand the underlying physics of optical phenomena in complex and random

photonic systems.

The dual-tip SNOM is a promising instrument that potentially can measure the

dyadic Green function of the photonic systems in visible and near-infrared spectra.

The dual-tip SNOM using two aperture tips provides both point source excitation

and point detection below the diffraction limit (Fig. 1.2(d)). In perspective, the in-

tegration of phase-sensitive measurement into the dual-tip SNOM setup would even

allow full vectorial measurements of all electromagnetic field components in the near-

field [91]. Despite it’s versatility, the dual-tip SNOM rarely has been used due to

the complexity of the operation and interpretation of the mapped data. The idea

of using two SNOMs for near-field measurements was first introduced by Dallapicola

et al. to measure the propagation length of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) on

a gold waveguide [92]. Since then, the dual-tip SNOM has been utilized mostly for

plasmonic studies, including mapping the near-field interference pattern of SPPs on

a ring-shaped groove [93], the characterization of SPPs modes in plasmonic waveg-

uides [94] and nanowires [95]. The effect of the excitation tip position on the strength

of the excited modes in a multi-mode plasmonic waveguide was explored by exci-

tation and detection in the near field [96]. Moreover, it was dual-tip SNOM that

allowed for the first time mapping of a dipolar emission from the aperture tip through

the near-field of SPPs on a gold film [48]. In the most recent study the dual-tip

SNOM measured the temporal waveform of an ultrafast SPP pulse propagation on a

gold film [97]. Apart from the characterization of plasmonic structures, the dual-tip

SNOM visualized the local carrier dynamics in a single quantum well [98, 99]. In an
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ideal dual-tip SNOM, the excitation tip illuminates a desired area of a sample. The

detection tip automatically scans the entire area around the excitation tip and maps

the optical near field while avoiding any collision with the excitation tip. Principles

of a collision prevention scheme to control a distance between the excitation and de-

tection tip has already been demonstrated in our group [100]. In this regard, the

dual-tip SNOM was used to measure a dipolar emission from an aperture tip, and the

near field distribution of SPP modes in plasmonic waveguides [101]. However, a user

intervention was essential for all near-field measurements to prevent the collision of

two tips. Moreover, to obtain a near-field map of the entire area around the excitation

tip, several configurations of two tips relative to each other were essential. In other

words, several scans were required to obtain a single map of the near-field optical

information around the excitation tip [48].

This thesis presents the first realization of a fully automated dual-tip SNOM,

which overcomes the limitations of previous techniques and unleashes the capabilities

of the dual-tip SNOM to measure the near-field of plasmonic and dielectric nanostruc-

tures. The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 describes the instrumentation

and optical setup of the first fully automated dual-tip SNOM. Implementing a col-

lision prevention scheme for automating dual-tip SNOM measurements, utilizing a

digital SNOM controller, is thoroughly explained. The scan parameters particular to

automated dual-tip SNOM are introduced. In Chapter 3, the stability and robust-

ness of the automated dual-tip SNOM for different scan parameters are discussed.

Moreover, the feasibility of automated scans for the combination of different scan-

ning probes is investigated. Chapter 4 is devoted to characterizing the emission from

excitation aperture tips through the near-field pattern of SPPs at an air-gold inter-

face. Polarization of the dipolar emission from an aperture tip was explored. Three

pairs of excitation and detection tips were employed to compare the mapped near-

field patterns showing different dipolar emission. We observed the first directional

SPPs pattern excited by a emission from the aperture tip. Chapter 5 is dedicated to

investigating a dipolar emission from the excitation tip on the edge of a hexagon-like

gold platelet. The image dipole method was employed to analytically calculate the

measured near-field interference pattern of the SPPs. The results of both analytical

calculation and numerical simulation are discussed. In Chapter 6, the dipolar emis-

sion from the excitation tip is investigated near a silicon nanodisk metasurface. We

have observed the spatial and spectral dependence of the measured near-field pat-

terns corresponding to different excitation wavelengths as well as different excitation
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positions relative to the metasurface. A relation between the integrated near-field

intensity over the scan area and the normalized power radiated by a classical dipole

at the same position of the excitation tip is explored.
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2
Fully automated dual-tip SNOM

Dual-tip scanning probe microscopes (SPMs), such as scanning tunneling microscope

(STM) and scanning atomic force microscope (AFM), have already been proven as

essential instruments for nanomaterial characterization and manipulation [102, 103].

To this end, a single-tip SNOM was utilized in combination with other scanning

tip microscopes, e.g., atomic force and scanning electron microscopes (SEM) [104].

Despite the capability of the dual-tip SNOM to excite and detect simultaneously below

the diffraction limit, only a few dual-tip SNOM measurements at visible wavelength

have been reported so far [48, 92, 93, 95, 96]. The reasons originate from technical

challenges that should be addressed for robust dual-tip SNOM measurements. Robust

measurements require distance control between the excitation and detection tip. Since

the first demonstration of dual-tip SNOM, the collision between two tips has been the

main impeding factor for its further development.

Different approaches have been employed to reduce the tips’ collision and damage

during scans. In the first measurement by the dual-tip SNOM configuration to prevent

the collision between the two tips, a user manually stopped the detection tip once the

excitation tip appeared in the mapped topography [92]. However, the manual stop of

the detection tip using the topography image increases the chance of damage between

the excitation and detection tip. Moreover, a sample containing features with different

height might cause a misinterpretation and early stop of the detection tip. Above all,

the forced stop of the detection tip does not allow a complete scan of the area around

the excitation tip. Another scheme to control the distance between two tips is based

on the mechanical interaction of tuning forks as weakly coupled oscillators [100]. A

fiber aperture tip is glued to one prong of a tuning fork while another prong is fixed

to the cantilever as it is shown in Fig. 2.1. The oscillation of the tuning forks results
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gate array (FPGA). The FPGA enables a fast response of the controller and facilitates

the implementation of the automated scan. In a fully automated dual-tip SNOM, the

excitation tip is stationary, and the detection tip automatically maps the near-field

optical information around the excitation tip without any collision with the excitation

tip.

This chapter presents the first fully automated dual-tip SNOM, which works in

both visible and near-infrared wavelengths and is also capable of measuring structured

photonic systems. In Section 2.1, the optical setup and electronics of the automated

dual-tip SNOM are explained. The implementation of the collision prevention scheme

is presented in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, I define the parameters which are specific

to the dual-tip SNOM and are essential to understand acquired images by the setup.

The last section of this chapter highlights the capability of the dual-tip SNOM to

robustly measure the near-field of a silicon nanodisk metasurface as a nanostructured

sample.

2.1 Optical setup and electronics for automated dual-tip SNOM

Aperture tips (Nanonics Imaging Ltd) are the key components in the dual-tip SNOM

setup. In their fabrication process, first, the optical fiber is heated and pulled to form

a tapered region with a conical shape. Then, a fiber bend is imposed by an infrared

laser leading to the bent angle of 120◦. In other words, the fiber tip makes the angle

θ = 30◦ with the surface normal (Fig.2.1). A chromium adhesion layer and then 200-

300 nm of evaporated gold coats the tapered region of the fiber while a subwavelength

aperture at the tip apex is left uncoated. The gold coating thickness is larger than

its skin depth to prevent light leakage before reaching the aperture exit. In the final

step, the fiber aperture tip is glued to one prong of a tuning fork allowing the fiber to

oscillate with the same resonance frequency as the tuning fork. Another prong of the

tuning fork, however, is glued to a cantilever. The tuning fork is required to adjust

the fiber tip height during the scan.

The cantilever is mounted on a SNOM scanning head (MV-4000, Nanonics Imag-

ing Ltd). Each SNOM head comprises a stepper motor inside the housing and a flat

piezoelectric scanner where the cantilever is mounted. The stepper motor is used to

move the tip coarsely along the xyz axes before scans. For fine lateral and vertical dis-

placements of the tip, the flat piezoelectric scanner is utilized. The coarse positioning

of the sample on a custom-designed stage is performed by a piezo slip-stick positioner

(Smaract SL-17). In addition, a subnanometer sample displacement relative to the
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measurements and collection mode measurements with a single tip. In the optical path

A, a fiber polarization controller connected to the excitation tip alters the polarization

of the light couples to the excitation aperture tip. For using the single tip SNOM for

the collection mode in the visible or near-infrared spectrum, the necessary optics are

adapted to the corresponding wavelengths in optical path B (Fig. 2.2, ) consisting of

a polarizer and half-wave plate to rotate the polarization of an incident beam for the

far-field illumination.

Before starting near-field measurements, the stepper motors displace the excitation

and detection tip until they are within the camera’s field of view. The slip-stick

positioner displaces the sample so that both tips and the desired area of the sample

can be observed by the camera. A smaller aperture with a shorter distance from the

sample surface results in a higher resolution near-field map. However, there is always a

compromise between the transmission and the resolution of aperture tips. The larger

aperture with higher transmission efficiency leads to the near-field optical image with

lower spatial resolution [105]. Hence, the diameter of the aperture can not be reduced

arbitrarily. The transmission is especially important in the dual-tip SNOM, where

the transmitted light through the aperture of the excitation tip is scattered from

the sample and is coupled to the fiber by means of a subwavelength aperture of the

detection tip. The power of the scattered light coupling to the detection tip when

reaching the detector is 10−9−10−12 of the input laser power coupled to the excitation

tip [101].

2.2 Working principle of the automated dual-tip SNOM

Figure 2.3 shows the schematic of electronics in the dual-tip SNOM setup. The z

feedback loops control the displacement of SNOM tips toward the sample. To do so,

the controller applies sinusoidal voltages to piezoelectric tuning forks at their funda-

mental resonance frequencies. The fundamental resonance frequencies of the tuning

forks are in a frequency range between 32-45 kHz. The excitation and detection tips

oscillate with the fundamental resonance frequencies fe and fd, respectively. Each

tuning fork with the fiber tip oscillates with an amplitude proportional to the am-

plitude of the applied voltage. The tuning forks and fiber tips oscillate vertically in

the tapping mode in which the oscillation amplitudes of the tips are large compared

to the range of the effective forces originating from the sample surface [106]. When

the electrical voltage is applied, it induces mechanical oscillations to the piezoelec-

tric tuning forks leading to oscillating charges measured as an electric current by
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detection tip is typically set to 20 ms. One can increase the integration time in the

controller’s software by increasing the time that the detection tip spends at each pixel

to acquire the near-field signal. However, the cost that must be paid for increasing

the integration time is a longer scan.

The FPGA simultaneously processes the digital data from different components

inside the controller to improve the system’s response time when tips are coupled

mechanically. The dual-tip SNOM requires a third LIA to implement the automated

scan. The output signal of this LIA is called ”crosstalk” signal. The crosstalk signal

is the oscillation amplitude of the detection tip demodulated at the resonance fre-

quency of the excitation tip. When two tips are far from each other, the crosstalk

signal is at the noise level and is called ”base crosstalk signal,” which depends on

the oscillation amplitudes of the excitation and detection tips. During the scan, each

tuning fork oscillation increases air perturbation, which acts as an external force on

the other tuning fork giving rise to their weak coupling [100]. When the detection

tip approaches the excitation tip, a smooth increase of the base crosstalk signal is ob-

served [107]. Once the detection tip is within the shear forces region of the excitation

tip, their mechanical interaction is much stronger, and the crosstalk signal increases

significantly. The sudden increase of the crosstalk signal indicates that the further

scan of the detection tip must be avoided. Therefore, the crosstalk signal is a reliable

indicator for implementing the automated dual-tip SNOM [100].

We introduced a function in the controller’s software to enable the automated

scan. The function’s input is the predefined threshold value that is set according to

the base crosstalk signal. The detection tip stops scanning when the crosstalk signal

exceeds the threshold value. The detection tip scan is typically performed with a time

per pixel of 20 ms. Once the crosstalk signal exceeds the threshold, the remaining

pixels of the scan line is filled with a very short time per pixel of 2 ➭s. Finally, the

detection tip sweeps back and continues scanning the next line. A parabolic-like region

of irrelevant data is built up due to the presence of the excitation tip within the scan

window. This region is called ”avoidance area”. All acquired signals (topography,

optical, crosstalk and etc.) within the avoidance area are meaningless and they are

needed only to meet the conditional scan logic of the program. Thus, during image

processing the pixels within the avoidance area are set to zero.

Figures 2.4(a) and (b) illustrate the schematics and the corresponding topography

signal on a gold film for scan directions along the x axis and y axes. In Fig. 2.4(a),

the detection tip scanned the sample along the x axis. The start point of the scan
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speed of data processing is another important factor in realizing the robust automated

dual-tip SNOM, which is only feasible by using the fully digital controller. The digital

controller in our setup can be set up at 50-100 ➭s intervals to check if the crosstalk

signal exceeds the threshold value.

2.3 Minimum distance and relative position of two tips

The exact coordinate position of the excitation tip’s aperture over a sample is required

to analyze and interpret the results of the dual-tip SNOM measurements. To this end,

the SEM images of the excitation and detection tips have to be taken before the dual-

tip SNOM measurements. SEM images provide geometry information such as the

diameter of the aperture, the diameter of the tip apex, the thickness of the aperture

rim, and the bend angle of the tip. Fig. 2.5(a) shows the schematics of two tips when

they are at minimum distance from each other and the SEM images of the excitation

and detection tips that were taken after a topography measurement in Fig. 2.5(c)

In Fig. 2.5(a), the center position of the excitation tip’s aperture on the sample is

determined by the displacement ∆xed (equal to a double red arrow) from the vertex

of the avoidance area toward the negative x direction. ∆xed is measured as a distance

from the outer edge of the detection tip to the center of the excitation tip that can be

calculated using the SEM images. Since the avoidance area has a parabolic shape, it

implies that the distance between the two apertures’ centers varies during the scan.

In other words, the last obtained pixel at a boundary of the avoidance area, is mapped

at different distances from the excitation tip’s position. The shortest distance of ∆xed

occurs when the detection tip scans the line across the vertex of the avoidance area.

The double purple arrow in Fig. 2.5(a) denotes the minimum length Dmin between the

center of the two apertures ∆xed and Dmin are calculated by the following expressions,

∆xed = Dd cos θd + re cos θe, (2.1)

Dmin = rd cos θd + re cos θe, (2.2)

Here re and rd are the radius of excitation and detection aperture tip from the edge

of the apex to the center of the aperture. The diameter of the detection tip’s apex

is Dd = 2rd. The tilt of the detection and excitation tip relative to the surface

normal is θe and θd (See Fig. 2.5(a)). These angles varies between 15◦ < θe, θd < 30◦

corresponding to 0.86 < cos θe, cos θd < 0.96. To validate the accuracy of the value

∆xed(Eq.2.1) calculated by geometry parameters of the tips, the SEM image of the
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sample was used to measure ∆xed . For this purpose, the detection tip was scanned

a gold film covered with 3-5 nm photoresist. Figure 2.5(b) is the corresponding

mapped topography image in which the red-dashed curve denotes the boundary of

the avoidance area. After the dual-tip SNOM measurement the SEM image of the

scanned area on the gold film was taken. Figure 2.5(c) shows the SEM image of the

mapped area of the gold film in Fig. 2.5(b). When the excitation tip illuminates the

gold film at λ = 1550 nm, it creates a hole in the photoresist equal to the size of

the aperture projection on the surface. Moreover, the relatively thin photoresist was

removed by the detection tip oscillating with a large amplitude in the tapping mode.

The boundary of the avoidance area is therefore easily discernible in the SEM image.

In Fig. 2.5(c), ∆xed = 650 nm (red double arrow) is measured as the distance

from the apex of the avoidance area’s vertex to the center of the hole. On the other

hand, the calculated value of ∆xed = 610 nm is obtained from Eq. (2.2) using the

measured geometry data. The small difference between the measured and calculated

value is attributed to the change of tilt angles when tips are mounted on cantilevers.

Nevertheless, calculations of ∆xed from measured geometry data provides a sufficiently

accurate value to find the position of the excitation tip on the sample and the minimum

distance Dmin between the centers of the two tips’ apertures.

2.4 Near-field measurements of nanostructured samples

Thus far, the dual-tip SNOM measurements were reported only for flat and unstruc-

tured samples. However, most photonic systems feature nanostructures. Hence, I

investigated the applicability of the automated dual-tip SNOM for nanostructured

samples. In this regard, a dielectric metasurface with nanodisk arrays was measured

using the automated dual-tip SNOM. Aside from the topography and optical signals,

phase, amplitude, and crosstalk signals were also obtained simultaneously during the

scan.

In Fig. 2.6, measured signals are shown for the topography of the silicon nanodisk

metasurface, the oscillation amplitude of the detection tip, the oscillation phase of

the detection tip, the near-field intensity, and the crosstalk signal. The excitation tip

illuminated the metasurface at wavelength λ = 1.62 ➭m. The well-defined bound-

ary of the avoidance area in all mapped signals shows the stability and robustness

of the collision prevention scheme on a metasurface as an example of a structured

sample. Furthermore, the topography, phase, and amplitude signals provide a good

approximation of the position of the nanodisks. The blunt apex of the detection tip
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mapped phase is a better indicator to find the position of nanodisks. Furthermore,

the outer edge of the detection tip’s apex is the point of contact with the sample as

long as the tip is bent. Thus, a pixel where the optical signal is collected is offset by

rd cos θd from a pixel where a corresponding topography signal is mapped. This offset

is about 350 nm for the detection tip used in Fig. 2.6. The position of the nanodisks

in the near-field intensity map (Fig. 2.6 (d)) is therefore determined by applying the

offset along the positive x-direction to the positions of the nanodisks in the mapped

phase in Fig. 2.6(b). Hence, maps of the topography, phase, and amplitude signals

can be used to find the feature’s position in the nanostructured sample.

In Fig. 2.6(e) the base cross talk signal is almost constant until it reaches the

avoidance area. The avoidance areas of the different signals, as it was pointed out,

contain no meaningful data. It it worth mentioning that artifacts presented in mapped

images by AFM [108] or single aperture SNOM [109] could also appear in the topog-

raphy and the near field intensity measured using the dual-tip SNOM and should be

taken into account during image processing.

The measurements stability of the dual-tip SNOM is determined by some param-

eters that are set in the controller before near-field measurements. It is crucial to

optimize these parameters to ensure robust measurements. In Chapter 3, I will in-

vestigate the parameters of the SNOM controller that influence the robustness of the

automated dual-tip SNOM measurements. All the measurements in this thesis have

been carried out using the automated dual-tip SNOM. Only in Section 6.2 the col-

lection mode SNOM will be employed to map the near-field intensity of metasurfaces

excited from the far field.
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Reliable and reproducible near-field measurements using the automated dual-tip SNOM

require the robust performance of the setup. In addition to low-noise electronics, some

parameters related to the automated scan procedure must be optimized to achieve

robust measurements. For automated scanning, the most important parameter to be

optimized is crosstalk signal.

In this chapter, the parameters that determine the stability of the automated

dual-tip SNOM are investigated. Section 3.1 describes the mathematical model for

tuning forks as weakly coupled oscillators to find out the parameters related to the

crosstalk signal. We will observe that the oscillation amplitude of the excitation tip

and the avoidance threshold are two crucial parameters that must be optimized before

performing the measurements. In Section 3.2 the stability of the automated scan by

changing the oscillation amplitudes of the excitation tip are explored. The effect of

varying the avoidance threshold on a robust measurement is presented in Section 3.3.

In Section 3.4, the possibility to apply a collision prevention scheme for combinations

of different excitation and detection tips is discussed 1.

3.1 Tuning forks as weakly coupled osicllators

Amathematical description of the crosstalk signal can be obtained when the excitation

and detection tuning forks are viewed as weakly coupled oscillators [100]. Only the

fundamental resonance frequencies fe and fd of the tuning forks are used to implement

the automated collision prevention scheme. Thus, the respective deflection of the

excitation and detection tuning forks, xe, xd is described by the following equations

1Parts of the results of this chapter have been published in reference [107].
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[100],

ẍd + 2Γdẋd + ω2
dxd + σedxe = Fde

iωdt, (3.1)

ẍe + 2Γeẋe + ω2
exe + σedxd = Fee

iωet, (3.2)

where Γd and Γe are damping constants, and ωe and ωd are (angular) eigenfrequencies

of excitation and detection tuning forks, respectively. The coupling constant between

the excitation and detection tips’ tuning forks is σed. The amplitudes of the external

driving forces applied to the detection and excitation tuning forks are Fd and Fe,

respectively. We can solve the system of the two coupled resonators by the ansatz

xd = Beiωet + Ceiωdt, (3.3)

xe = Deiωet + Eeiωdt, (3.4)

where B and C are oscillation amplitudes of the detection tuning fork at the angular

frequencies ωe and ωd, respectively. Likewise, D and E are the oscillation amplitudes

of the excitation tuning fork at the angular frequencies ωe and ωd. In the collision

prevention scheme, the crosstalk signal ACT measured by the lock-in amplifier is

proportional to the oscillation amplitude B of the detection tip at the resonance

frequency fe of the excitation tip. Hence, a mathematical expression for the crosstalk

signal is achieved,

ACT ≈ B ≈
∣

∣

∣

∣

σedD

2Γeωe

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (3.5)

Equation 3.5 implies that the increase of the crosstalk signal is proportional to the

oscillation amplitude D of the excitation tip at resonance frequency fe. As a result,

the effect of changing the oscillation amplitudes of the excitation tip on the crosstalk

signal ACT and, in turn, on the measurements robustness should be investigated. In

doing so, the parameters of the LIA should be optimized, since they influence the

speed and accuracy of the LIA to recover a desired weak signal from high background

noise. As long as, the fundamental frequencies of the tips are close, correctly set LIA

parameters is critical for robust measurements.

For the low-pass filter of the LIA, the roll-off rate ( i.e., the steepness of the tran-

sition between the pass-band and stop-band of the low pass filter) and the bandwidth

should be set properly according to the resonance frequency of the excitation and

detection tips. In the controller, the maximum value of 48 dB/oct for the roll-off and

a bandwidth between 10 mHz to 100 kHz can be selected to optimize the response

time of the LIA. Finding the optimal value of the filter roll-off and the bandwidth is

challenging when a difference between the oscillation frequency of a reference signal
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heights for all mapped topographies was calculated in the area marked by the white

dashed lines in Fig. 3.2(b). The corrected height is calculated by subtracting a fitted

paraboloid from the raw data. The subtraction of fitted paraboloid from the raw data

eliminates a tilt of the piezoelectric scanner relative to the sample and the scanner

bow during the scan. The following formula calculates the standard deviation σ of

the corrected height,

σ =

√

∑M

x=1

∑N

y=1 (h(x, y)− h)
2

MN
. (3.6)

Here, h is the corrected height, and h is the average of the corrected heights. M

and N are the number of pixels along the width and length of the area within the

dashed lines in Fig. 3.2(b). In Fig. 3.2(a), the values of standard deviation look

almost constant except for D = 120 mV. The reason for the significant increase of

the standard deviation of the height for D = 120 mV is attributed to the low value

of the base crosstalk signal of ACT = 35 ➭V. Here, the base crosstalk signal is much

smaller than the avoidance threshold Athreshold = 300 ➭V. Therefore, by the time the

crosstalk signal reached the avoidance threshold, the tips had already collided and lost

contact with the sample. The collision effect appears as an increase in the topography

height. Consequently, a much larger value was observed for the standard deviation of

the mapped topography for D = 120 mV oscillation amplitude of the excitation tip.

The inset of Fig. 3.2(a) shows a zoom-in of the standard deviation for the oscillation

amplitude of the excitation tip between 215 mV < D < 860 mV. For the oscillation

amplitude between 215 mV < D < 860 mV the standard deviation is the largest for

D = 840 mV. Fig. 3.2(b) shows the raw data for the mapped topography for D = 840

mV, the oscillation amplitude of the excitation tip. Instability in the topography map

is observed as uncompleted scan lines. The reason is related to the small difference

between the base crosstalk signal Abase = 280➭V and the avoidance threshold value

Athreshold = 300 ➭V. As the detection tip scans the sample, crosstalk is fictitiously

triggered by electronic noise and not due to the actual closeness of the excitation and

detection tip. As a result, the detection tip did not finish scanning the corresponding

line, and the remaining pixels are filled in a very short time with the data from the

last scanned pixel. The small differences in the standard deviations for oscillation

amplitudes between 215 mV < D < 720 mV are caused by the instability of the

feedback loop to adjust the detection tip height.

Figure 3.2(c) shows a mapped topography of a robust automated scan when the

excitation tip oscillates with the amplitude D = 600 mV. A crosstalk signal is also
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various combinations of SPM probes have been employed for the automated dual-tip

scan.

Figure 3.4(a) is the topography of a dielectric metasurface mapped by a metal-

coated aperture tip when the excitation tip was also a metal-coated aperture tip.

Figure 3.4(b) shows the topography map of the gold film when an uncoated fiber

probe was used as an excitation tip and a metal-coated aperture tip as a detection tip.

The size of the avoidance area depends on the size of the excitation and detection tips’

apex, which is smaller when an uncoated fiber tip is used as an excitation tip in Fig.

3.4(b). In Fig. 3.4(c), both excitation and detection tips are AFM tips, made of fused

silica, with an apex of a few tens of nanometers. The avoidance area is the smallest

compared to Fig. 3.4(a) and (b). Moreover, different avoidance areas indicate the

change of the minimum distance of different pairs of excitation and detection tips. For

instance, if a quantum emitter is grafted on the apex of an uncoated tip, the detection

tip can be brought even closer to the excitation point. Both mapped topographies

and crosstalk signals for different combinations of excitation and detection tips denote

the stability of the automated scan with the detection tip regardless of the tip type.

Finally, a well-defined border of the avoidance areas corroborates the versatility of the

automated collision prevention scheme to be implemented for various types of SPM

tip combinations.
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Dipolar emission from aperture tip

Aperture tips as optical near-field antennas enable the excitation and detection of

evanescent waves [110]. The geometry and material properties of a SNOM tip apex

determines the electromagnetic field distribution from its aperture at the apex (illu-

mination mode) and its detection sensitivity to electric and magnetic fields (collection

mode) [30, 111].

In the dual-tip SNOM, prior knowledge about the polarization of the emission

from excitation aperture tips is critical to investigate the polarization-sensitive near-

field phenomena [112–114]. Different models have been suggested to describe the

emission from aperture SNOM tips. The Bethe-Bouwkamp model is the most well-

known model [21, 22]. The model was first proposed to explain the diffraction of

light through a subwavelength aperture in an infinite conducting plane. According to

this model, the emission from the subwavelength aperture in an infinite conducting

plane corresponds to the radiation of an in-plane magnetic dipole and an out-of-plane

electric dipole located at the center of the aperture. The electric dipole appears in

the model when a plane wave illuminates the aperture at an oblique angle.

The near-field distribution from an aperture tip was mapped for the first time us-

ing dye molecules [39]. Dye molecules behave like electric dipoles. When illuminated

with the aperture tip, the emission pattern of the dye molecule corresponds to the

electromagnetic field distribution from the aperture tip, projected along the molec-

ular dipole moment. The Bethe-Bouwkamp model properly described the measured

electric field distribution detected by dye molecules in the near-field of the aperture

tip. However, the far-field angular measurements of the transmitted light through

the aperture tip could not be explained by the Bethe-Bouwkamp model [23,24]. The

discrepancy was raised from different boundary conditions for the conical geometry
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of the aperture tip compared to the aperture in an infinite metallic plane. Drezet de-

veloped a model that applies the effective electric and magnetic dipoles with different

orientations to fulfill the boundary conditions imposed by different conical geometries

of aperture SNOM tips [28]. Furthermore, the emission from an aperture SNOM

tip can be assumed as the radiation of a nanoantenna whose emission pattern can

be described by a multipole expansion method [115]. Typically, a combination of the

electric and magnetic dipole is sufficient to describe the angular field distribution from

the aperture tips. If the electric and magnetic dipoles cannot describe the emission

pattern, the contribution of higher-order multipoles should be considered [25].

Image formation is also non-trivial when aperture SNOM tips are used in the

collection mode. Greffet explained the equivalence of the collection and illumination

modes based on the reciprocity of electromagnetic fields [5]. The reciprocity links the

detected signal to the geometry as well as the near field of the sample [116]. The

apex geometry of SNOM tips determines the dominant excited dipole moments from

the aperture. Likewise, when aperture SNOM tips are used for detection according

to the reciprocity of electromagnetic fields, induced dipole moments due to scattered

electric or magnetic field distributions rely on the geometry of the aperture tip [30,

73,74,117,118]. For instance, fiber tips with the apex plane parallel to a sample [119,

120] and hollow pyramid probes exhibited higher sensitivity to the in-plane magnetic

field [121,122]. A split ring tip detects out-of-plane magnetic field components [123].

Aperture tips have shown sensitivity to both electric and magnetic fields [124]. In the

case of a gold-coated aperture tip (similar to aperture tips used in dual-tip SNOM

measurements in this thesis), if the thickness of a coating enables the excitation

of circularly symmetric plasmon modes, the detected signal is the magnetic field

intensity [27, 30, 125]. The detection sensitivity of the aperture tip can be tuned to

either electric or magnetic fields, if the thickness of the metallic rim is altered [29,120].

Recently, an imaging theory based on the reciprocity of the electromagnetic field

and multipole expansion method was proposed to design SNOM tips with predefined

sensitivity to the electric or magnetic field [126].

The emission from aperture fiber tips can be characterized through the near-field

pattern of SPPs at an air-gold interface. In this regard, the polarization and the shape

of the dipolar emission from the excitation tip can be deduced from the mapped SPPs

pattern at air-gold interface by the detection tip. An unstructured monocrystalline

gold platelet ensures that any asymmetry of the mapped SPPs pattern is only due

to the emission from the aperture fiber tip. However, it should be noted that the
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avoidance area does not allow access to an entire near-field pattern, which is one

of the shortcomings of the dual-tip SNOM measurement technique. Therefore, the

conclusions that are drawn from near-field measurements should be supported by

numerical simulations.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 4.1 explains the fundamentals of

surface plasmon polaritons. In Section 4.2, the results of the first successful near-field

measurements using automated dual-tip SNOM to excite and detect SPPs waves on a

gold film at visible and near-infrared wavelengths are presented. The automated dual-

tip SNOM was operated at a near-infrared wavelength for the first time. I will show

that the measured near-field pattern of the SPPs can be fitted to a polar equation.

From the fitting parameters, the propagation length of the SPPs will be attained. In

Section 4.3, I will discuss the polarization properties of the bent fiber aperture tip that

behaves as a near-field polarization filter. Section 4.4 describes the effect of a bent

aperture SNOM tip with a tilted aperture plane at its apex on the electromagnetic

field’s excitation and detection mechanism.

In Section 4.5 to study the near-field emission from aperture tips, the near-field

pattern of SPPs on a gold film will be calculated considering the Bethe-Bouwkamp

model and truncated cone model, representing the real aperture fiber tip. We will see

that the Bethe-Bouwkamp model is sufficient to describe the SPP near-field pattern

mapped by the detection tip.

Finally, in the last section, I will discuss the measured emission patterns from three

different pairs of excitation and detection tips. The near-field emission patterns will be

compared with numerical simulations applying the Bethe-Bouwkaump model. We will

see that the geometry of the bend and the plane of the aperture will affect the emission

from the excitation aperture tip and correspondingly the excited SPPs pattern. Due

to its geometry at the tip’s apex, the emission from one of the investigated aperture

tips satisfied the first Kerker condition. As a result, a directional propagation of the

SPPs was observed. To the best of our knowledge, it was the first directional SPPs

excited and detected in the near field using an aperture tip SNOM. 1

4.1 Fundamentals of surface plasmon polaritons

Scanning near-field optical microscopy and plasmonics share a long history that dates

back to the early days of both research fields [128]. Intriguing optical properties at

an air-metal interface are due to surface plasmons, i.e., a collective oscillation of the

1Parts of the results of this chapter have been published in [127].
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free electrons at a dielectric-metal interface. Electromagnetic waves coupled to sur-

face plasmons turn it into the surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs). SPPs are confined

electromagnetic waves propagating typically over tens of micrometers along an inter-

face determined by the excitation wavelength. However, they decay in the direction

normal to an interface within the optical near-field region. The subwavelength nature

of SPPs allows manipulating light propagation below the diffraction limit, enabling

many promising applications [129–132].

Applying suitable boundary conditions to the Maxwell’s equations for an infinite

dielectric-metal interface leads to the dispersion relation of SPPs [19],

kSPP =
2π

λ0

√

ϵdϵm
ϵd+ϵm

, (4.1)

where kSPP is a propagation constant of SPPs wave, λ0 is the wavelength of an incident

electromagnetic wave in free space, ϵd and ϵm are the dielectric constants of a dielectric

medium and a metal, respectively. Eq. 4.1 indicates that the magnitude of SPP’s

wave vector is larger when it is compared with an incident wave vector 2π
λ0

in free

space. In other words, the SPPs have larger momentum than that of an incident

beam. Thus, to excite the SPPs, a momentum matching scheme is required to enable

coupling electromagnetic waves from free space to surface plasmons. Different schemes

have been utilized to excite the SPPs [19]. In this thesis, the SPPs are always excited

on an air-gold interface by aperture fiber tips. The emission from a subwavelength

aperture tip contains evanescent waves with wave vectors larger than the wave vector

of surface plasmons. Thus, the momentum matching condition is fulfilled. Moreover,

the excitation aperture tip as a point source of light allows sample illumination without

any background signal from the far field.

One of the most important quantities for plasmonic waveguides is the propagation

length of the SPPs which is defined as a distance that SPPs can propagate before

their amplitudes drop to 1/e of their initial value. The propagation length LSPP, at

the excitation wavelength λ0 for an infinitely thick plasmonic film is calculated with

the following expression,

LSPP =
1

2 Im(kSPP)
, (4.2)

where Im(kSPP) is the imaginary part of SPPs’ propagation constant. Since different

techniques were suggested to enhance the propagation length of SPPs [133–135], the

direct and accurate measurement of SPPs’ propagation length is crucial for applica-

tions of plasmonic waveguides.
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4.2 Excitation of SPPs by aperture SNOM tips

The first application of the dual-tip SNOM was to measure the propagation length of

SPPs on a gold stripe waveguide [92]. Thus far, near-field measurements by dual-tip

SNOM have been carried out only for visible wavelengths using a detection tip that

was not automated. A user had to stop a detection tip manually to prevent a collision

with an excitation tip. Because of the early stop of the detection tip, the near-field

optical response around the excitation tip could not be mapped accurately. The

aperture SNOM tip acts as a point source dipole. Therefore, the near-field emission

pattern from the aperture tip can be characterized through the map of SPPs at an

air-gold interface. The near-field pattern of SPPs excited by the aperture tip mimics

the near-field pattern observed when SPPs are excited by in-plane electric or magnetic

dipoles. Thus, the resulting SPP’s pattern features two lobes similar to in-plane dipole

radiation at an air-gold interface. The polarization of the electric field, at the aperture

plane, can be deduced from the orientation of SPP near-field pattern [119].

As a proof of principle, the automated dual-tip SNOM was utilized to measure the

near-field pattern of the SPPs excited at wavelengths, λ0 = 633 nm and λ0 = 1550

nm on a polycrystalline gold film with a thickness of 225 nm. The gold film thickness

is larger than the gold skin depth at a respective excitation wavelength [19]. The

automated detection tip maps the entire near-field distribution around the excitation

tip. Figure 4.1(a) and (b) are the measured near-field patterns of SPPs for excitation

wavelengths λ0 = 633 nm and λ0 = 1550 nm.

A simplified expression for the intensity of the SPPs due to in-plane dipole exci-

tation follows the expression [136],

I(r, φ) ∝ 1

r
exp
(

−2 Im{kSPP}r
)

cos2(φ), (4.3)

where I(r, φ) is the intensity of SPPs in a polar coordinate (r, φ). The measured

near-field intensity in Figs. 4.1(a) and (b) were fitted to Eq. (4.3). From the fitted

parameters, the propagation length of SPPs can be obtained. The propagation length

of SPPs at an air-gold interface depends only on the illumination wavelength (Eqs.

4.1 and 4.2).

Typically, the symmetry line along the propagation direction of SPPs is selected

to calculate the propagation length. The intensity line profile is fitted to an expo-

nentially decaying function, and from the fitting parameter, the propagation length

is calculated. However, when the near-field pattern of the excited SPPs is available,

the initial position of the excitation aperture tip can be found more accurately. Thus,
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length of the calculated values and the ones derived from the near-field measurements

can be attributed to the roughness of the gold film that causes SPPs to scatter, which,

in turn, results in a shorter propagation length [137].

Ohmic losses of metallic films have been the main obstacle to integrate plasmonic

waveguides into photonic circuits. One approach to increase the propagation length

in metallic structures such as gold is to reduce the ohmic losses by manipulating

intrinsic structural and material properties to enhance whose surface roughness [138–

140]. Compared to polycrystalline gold, monocrystalline gold platelets have stronger

plasmonic resonances and a longer propagation length [141,142].

In the next sections, for the characterization of emission from aperture SNOM tips

through the near-field pattern of SPPs, a monocrystalline gold platelet was utilized

as one of the main platforms for future quantum plasmonic [143].

4.3 Polarization characteristic of bent aperture fiber tips

The optical response of most photonic systems is polarization-dependent. Therefore,

in far-field optical microscopy, the polarization of an incident beam is determined

before an experiment. Likewise, polarization-resolved measurements in the near field,

using aperture SNOM tips, require knowledge of the polarization of the emitted light

from the apertures [48]. The aperture SNOM tip with a bent fiber is one of the

commonly used aperture probes for near-field measurements. Moreover, the bent

fiber tip is instrumental in implementing the dual-tip SNOM configuration. However,

determining the polarization of the emission from a bent aperture tip is non-trivial.

Since the polarization of a laser coupled to a bent fiber tip is not always preserved, it

is necessary to determine the polarization of the light emitted from an aperture before

carrying out polarization-resolved near-field measurements. Far-field measurements

have already been performed to study the polarization of the emission from bent

fiber tips [48, 144–146]. It was shown that the symmetry break induced by the bend

along the fiber tips leads to the polarization-dependent losses in the fiber aperture

tips [48, 146].

A study of the polarization sensitivity of single-mode (SM) and multi-mode (MM)

fibers found that either transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) modes

experience greater losses based on the radius of a bend [147]. Nevertheless, MM fiber

aperture tips with larger numerical aperture showed less polarization sensitivity than

SM fiber aperture tips. Based on these findings, in the dual-tip SNOM measurement

in this thesis, SM mode fiber aperture tips are always used as excitation tips, and
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near-field intensity by the detection tip, it is apparent that the bent geometry of the

fiber tip was responsible for the maximum bending losses of an input laser beam with

polarization along the x-axis.

In Fig. 4.3(a-d), the maximum normalized intensities have changed for different

input polarization angles. Figures 4.3(b) and (d) are the mapped intensities for the

input polarization angles α = 45◦ and α = 135◦, respectively. As a result of the

polarization-dependent losses of a bent fiber, the maximum value of the mapped

intensities was reduced for these two input polarization angles due to the loss of

the polarized electric field along the x-axis. Nevertheless, near-field maps of SPPs

patterns remained unchanged. These observations agree with the results of far-field

polarization sensitivity measurements of bent fiber tips, corroborating the fact that

a bent aperture fiber tip serves as a near-field polarization filter. The polarization

sensitivities mostly along the polarization angles α = 0◦ or α = 90◦ were observed in

the far-field polarization characterization of different bent aperture fiber tips [48].

The asymmetry of SPPs patterns in Fig. 4.3(a-d) could be attributed to a rota-

tional asymmetry of the fiber tip’s aperture plane around its center or a tilt of the

aperture plane that would lead to the asymmetry of SPPs pattern. Fringes in the

mapped near-field patterns resulted from the interference between the excited SPPs

at the aperture position with SPPs reflected from the edges of the gold platelet. The

dual-tip SNOM provides a convenient and reliable method to characterize the polar-

ization of SM or MM fiber tips. Since detection tips fabricated from MM fibers might

also exhibit some degree of polarization sensitivity, it is recommended to use the

same pair of excitation and detection tips to perform polarization-resolved near-field

measurements.

4.4 Excitation and detection through tilted aperture fiber tips

We have seen that the bent of a SM fiber tip leads to the polarization filtering of the

emission from its aperture. This bend also leads to a tilt of the aperture plane . As

a result, the aperture plane is no longer parallel to the sample surface (see Fig. 4.4).

Figure. 4.4(a) illustrates both excitation and detection tips making an angle (θ′)

with the surface normal. In the next section, we will see that the emission from an

aperture fiber tip can be described by the radiation of a magnetic dipole located at

the center of the aperture [4]. In Fig. 4.4(a), the magnetic dipole is depicted with a

green double arrow parallel to the aperture plane of the excitation tip. In Fig. 4.4(b),

xyz displays the sample coordinate with the magnetic dipole at the polar angle (θ)
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Therefore, to consider the effect of a tilted aperture fiber tip on the near-field patterns

of SPPs, the SPPs were also excited by a tilted magnetic dipole (Fig. 4.6(d)) and a

tilted aperture tip (Fig. 4.6(e)).

Using the FDTD Solver Lumerical, we performed numerical calculations of the

intensity components of SPPs in a plane 15 nm above the gold film; when the plane

of the excitation source, illuminating at a wavelength λ = 1550 nm was located 30 nm

above the gold film. Figure 4.6(a) depicts the intensity of electric and magnetic field

components of the excited SPPs by a magnetic dipole with angles θ = 90◦ and φ = 90◦.

Fig. 4.6(b) shows a real geometry of the aperture tip (truncated cone) with an opening

angle of 15◦ and a symmetry axis normal to the sample surface. The numerical

calculation was carried out for silica as a tapered fiber (inner part of the truncated

cone) and gold as the coating of a fiber tip (outer part of the truncated cone). The

diameters of the aperture and the apex plane, d1 = 300 nm and D1 = 750 nm are

consistent with the average aperture tip size used in dual-tip SNOM measurements.

The height of the truncated cone was taken as H = 1 ➭m. According to the opening

angle of the truncated cone and its height, the diameters of d2 = 485 nm andD2 = 975

nm were obtained for its base plane used in the numerical simulation.

Figure. 4.6(c) visualizes the intensity of electromagnetic field components of SPPs

excited by a tilted magnetic dipole with angles θ = 60◦ and φ = 90◦. Figure. 4.6(d)

shows the intensity of the electromagnetic field components when the symmetry axis

of the aperture tip in Fig. 4.6(b) is tilted with an angle θ′ = 30◦ relative to the surface

normal. To investigate the contribution of each component of electric (magnetic) field

intensity in the mapped near-field pattern, they were normalized to the maximum

calculated intensity of all the electric (magnetic) field components. The value at the

corner of each panel denotes the maximum normalized intensity of the corresponding

component. After normalization, a parabolic region equivalent to an avoidance area

was set to zero for the sake of comparison with measured intensities by the detection

tip.

The electromagnetic field intensity components of SPPs excited by an in-plane

magnetic dipole in Fig. 4.6(a) and the electromagnetic field intensity components of

SPPs in Fig. 4.6(b) show similar near-field patterns. Furthermore, in both models,

the electric field Ez and the magnetic field Hy have a dominant contribution to the

total intensities. These results confirm that the emission from an aperture tip can be

described by the radiation pattern of an in-plane magnetic dipole.

When a dipole is tilted relative to the surface normal of a lossy medium, such
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4.6. Maps of near-field emission from different aperture tips

as gold, its radiation pattern turns out to be asymmetric. However, the degree of

asymmetry in the near-field pattern of mapped SPPs relies on the dipole tilt angle.

The maximum degree of asymmetry can only be observed for a particular tilt angle of

a dipole source [149]. For the calculated tilt angles θ = 60◦ and φ = 90◦ of a magnetic

dipole in Fig. 4.6(c), the asymmetry is not apparent when part of the near-field

pattern is covered with the avoidance area.

In Fig. 4.6(d), the asymmetry of electromagnetic field distribution of SPPs excited

by a tilted aperture tip is more pronounced. It was shown that the SPPs modes are

excited at an interface between the tapered fiber and a gold coating of an aperture

tip (truncated cone) [125, 150]. Hence, the SPPs modes excited at the apex of an

aperture plane enhance the excited SPPs on an air-gold interface when the aperture

plane is parallel to the interface. It is worth mentioning that the electromagnetic

field intensity components of SPPs are calculated in a plane parallel to the air-gold

interface.

However, for the tilted aperture plane of the excitation tip, the effect of the elec-

tromagnetic field enhancement is stronger when the lower part of the aperture plane

is 15 nm above the gold film, leading to the interference of the SPPs at the aperture

plane with the SPPs excited on the gold film. On the other hand, the excited SPPs

at the upper part of the aperture plane, which are hundreds of nanometers above the

gold interface, do not significantly affect the excited SPPs on the gold film. As a

result, the asymmetry is observed in the calculated intensity of electromagnetic field

components in Fig. 4.6(d). The comparison between the total electric |E|2 or mag-

netic |H|2 intensities in Figs. 4.6(a-d) reveals the fact that the near-field patterns of

SPPs are nearly the same for all suggested models representing an excitation aperture

tip.

Nevertheless, the asymmetry in the measured near-field pattern, related to the tilt

of the aperture plane at the excitation tip’s apex, determines if the magnetic dipole

model is sufficient to describe the emission from an aperture fiber tip or the real

geometry of the tip should be considered.

4.6 Maps of near-field emission from different aperture tips

The electromagnetic field distribution of the emission from a bent aperture fiber tip

depends on the geometric properties of the bend and the geometry of the aperture

apex. The geometry of the bend determines the polarization of the fiber mode that

reaches the aperture plane [48,146], and the geometry of the aperture apex determines
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4.6. Maps of near-field emission from different aperture tips

electromagnetic field at the excitation aperture tip. In the near-field measurements

to characterize the emission from different excitation tips, the polarization of light

coupled to the end of the fiber tips was fixed. The mapped near-field intensities

of SPPs excited by different aperture tips typically displayed three different angular

patterns. Here, we explore three types of SPPs near-field patterns that were mapped

employing different pairs of excitation and detection aperture tips. In doing so, the

excitation aperture tip illuminated a monocrystalline gold platelet, with the thickness

of 185 nm, at a wavelength of 1550 nm, while a thick polycrystalline gold film was

used as a supporting substrate of the monocrystalline gold platelet.

Figures 4.7(a) and (b) are SEM images for the first pair of excitation and detection

tips. The aperture plane of the excitation tip shows circular symmetry about the

center of its aperture. Figures 4.7(c) and (d) are the mapped angular pattern of

the SPPs and the corresponding numerically calculated total magnetic field intensity.

The near-field pattern of the SPPs in Fig. 4.7(c) depicts two lobes indicating that

the SPPs pattern is similar to the radiation of an in-plane or a tilted dipole. It

is worth mentioning that electric or magnetic dipoles in free space have symmetric

radiation patterns. However, the radiation pattern of a dipole placed close to an

interface depends on its orientation. The radiation pattern of an out-of-plane dipole,

i.e., perpendicular to the interface, is circularly symmetric about its origin, whereas an

in-plane dipole, parallel to the interface, shows angular dependence (two lobes) [149].

It was shown that the Bethe-Bowkamp model is appropriate for describing the

emission pattern from an excitation aperture tip as mapped by the detection tip. For

a corresponding numerical simulation, a magnetic dipole with angles θ = 60◦ and

φ = 0◦ was located in a plane z = 30 nm above a gold platelet to consider the tilt of

the aperture plane. We used FDTD Solver Lumerical to carry out the numerical cal-

culations. The computation domain was selected as large as the scan area. Therefore,

the effect of the gold platelet edges was not considered in the simulations. It should

be noted that the angle θ is defined by an aperture plane tilt (Fig. 4.5), and φ is

determined based on the orientation of the near-field SPP pattern. According to Fig.

4.6(a) and (c), the direction of a magnetic dipole is perpendicular to the orientation

of the SPP near-field pattern. Fringes in the measured SPPs pattern are again due

to the interference between excited SPPs at the aperture position and those reflected

from the edges of the gold platelet.

The electromagnetic field components were calculated in the same plane z = 30

nm and, were rotated to the x′yz′ coordinate system to take into account the tilt of the
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4.6. Maps of near-field emission from different aperture tips

field intensities, it is not possible to argue if the aperture tip was more sensitive

to an electric or magnetic dipole just according to the measured near-field pattern.

Hence, regardless of the detection tip sensitivity to electric or magnetic field, the

total intensity was calculated for the magnetic field |H|2 = |H ′

x|2 +
∣

∣Hy

∣

∣

2
+|Hz′ |2. An

identical region to the avoidance area (gray parabolic region) was set to zero in Fig.

4.7(d). Excellent agreement is observed between the measured near-field pattern of

SPPs in Fig. 4.7(c) excited by an aperture tip and the corresponding numerical result

of total magnetic field intensity of SPP in Fig. 4.7(d).

Figures 4.8(a) and (b) demonstrate the SEM images of the second pair of ex-

citation and detection tips. The aperture plane of the excitation tip shows almost

circular symmetry around its center. Figure. 4.8(c) shows the measured near-field

pattern of SPPs on the same gold platelet. In the measured near-field intensity, the

orientation of the SPPs pattern is along the x-axis, indicating that the electric field

with polarization along the x-axis reaches the aperture plane as it was shown in the

numerical calculation for the truncated cone in Fig. 4.6(b). However, only one lobe

of the SPP near-field pattern is visible, while the avoidance area covers another lobe.

Since the input polarization of the beam coupled to the fiber end of the excitation

tip did not change, the measured near-field pattern corroborates the fact that the

geometry of the bent fiber determines the polarization of propagating modes inside

the fiber after passing through the bend. Since fiber modes at the apex of the aper-

ture tip become evanescent, they decay along the fiber and gold interface, resulting

in plasmonic modes excited at the aperture.

Figure 4.8(d) exhibits the corresponding total magnetic intensity calculated in the

coordinate of the detection tip x′yz′. The electromagnetic field components of SPPs

were excited by a tilted magnetic dipole with angles θ = 60◦ and φ = 90◦ on a plane

30 nm above the gold platelet. In Fig. 4.8(e) the electric field intensity component

|Ez′ |2 makes the most contribution to the total electric field intensity. As a result,

the intensity distribution of the total electric field is similar to |Ez′ |2. In Fig. 4.8(f)

the intensity of magnetic field component
∣

∣Hy

∣

∣

2
determines the near-field pattern of

SPPs mapped by the detection tip. Therefore, in Fig. 4.8(d), the total calculated

magnetic field intensity demonstrates the similar near-field pattern as the magnetic

field intensity
∣

∣Hy

∣

∣

2
. For the third pair of excitation and detection tips in Fig. 4.9(a)

and (b), the measured near-field angular pattern of SPPs in Fig. 4.9(c) varies from

the SPPs patterns excited by an in-plane magnetic dipole. Taking only a tilted mag-

netic dipole can not describe a directional SPPs pattern. This directional pattern is
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4.6. Maps of near-field emission from different aperture tips

enhancement of forward scattering [26,153]. Furthermore, the Bethe-Boukamp model

also describes the emission pattern for an oblique angle of the incident beam on the

aperture in an infinite conducting plane by considering an out-of-plane electric dipole

and an in-plane magnetic dipole at the center of the aperture [4]. In Fig. 4.5, it was

shown that the tilt of the aperture plane would lead to an oblique angle of incidence

relative to the normal to the aperture plane. For the case of the excitation aperture

tip in Fig. 4.9(a), although the plane of the apex shows circular symmetry about the

center of the aperture, the normal to the apex plane should have been tilted with re-

spect to the fiber axis. This condition could be also compared with the oblique angle

of incidence on a slit or a hole on a metallic film. It was shown that the relative phases

of the electric and magnetic dipoles, which depends on the relative phases of incident

beam and the polarizability of the illuminated geometry determines the asymmetric

emission pattern and the corresponding directional SPP propagation [26,153].

In order to create the measured directional SPPs pattern, a magnetic dipole with

angles θm = 60◦ and ϕm = 0◦, an electric dipole with angles θe = 30◦ and ϕe = 180◦

excited the SPPs at the aperture tip position. The polar angle θe of the electric

dipole is determined according to the angle of the magnetic dipole θm since they

should be perpendicular to each other. The orientation of a directional SPPs pattern

corresponds to the azimuthal angle of the electric dipole ϕe. The azimuthal angle of

the magnetic dipole ϕm should be perpendicular to SPPs directional pattern.

Figures 4.9(e) and (f) show the calculated electric and magnetic field components

of SPPs. Since the electric and magnetic field components|Ex′ |2 and|Hx′ |2 show higher

maximum intensities, total electric and magnetic field intensity patterns are similar

to the intensity patterns of |Ex′ |2 and
∣

∣H2
x′

∣

∣. The measured intensity pattern in Fig.

4.9(c) is similar to the magnetic field intensity
∣

∣H2
x′

∣

∣ and total magnetic field intensity

in 4.9(d). Therefore, the measured near-field SPPs pattern implies that the detection

tip was more sensitive to the magnetic fields.

The observed emission patterns from different bent aperture fiber tips corroborated

the effects of a bend geometry and the apex geometry on the emission from the

aperture. The good agreement between simulations and measurements suggest that

the directional SPPs pattern depends on the tilt of the aperture plane with respect

to the fiber axis. Therefore, the tilt angle of an aperture plane could be optimized

to produce desired directional SPPs propagation. To the best of our knowledge,

the measured near-field pattern, fulfilling the first Kerker condition, was the first

observation of directional SPPs due to the emission from an aperture fiber tip.
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Dipolar emission near the edge of a gold platelet

In the previous chapter, in order to characterize the emission pattern from aperture

tips, the excitation tip excited the SPPs at the middle of a gold platelet far from its

edges to avoid the effect of SPP scattering at edges [154,155]. So far, we have observed

the effect of edges only as a modulation of the mapped near-field pattern due to the

interference between excited SPPs at the position of the excitation aperture tip, and

SPPs reflected from the edges. However, if the excitation aperture tip is close to the

edge of a gold platelet, SPP edge diffraction is expected to be present [156].

Far-field illumination is typically used to excite the SPPs on the edge or cor-

ners of metallic surfaces to investigate the scattering or interference of the SPP

waves [157, 158]. Therefore, the near-field pattern results from the interference be-

tween excited SPPs and the far-field illumination. The dual-tip SNOM provides an

intriguing technique to study SPP dynamics. Thus far, the dual-tip SNOM was used

to measure the near-field interference patterns of excited SPP on plasmonic waveg-

uides [92–94]. Furthermore, a detection tip measured position-dependent near-field

patterns of SPPs modes excited on a multimode plasmonic strip waveguide [96]. In

previous studies, the detection tip could only scan a sample surface from the opposite

direction of the excitation tip, whereas the area of a sample located on the left or right

side of the excitation tip could not be measured in one scan. However, the detection

tip of the automated dual-tip SNOM can measure the near-field optical response of

almost the entire sample surface when the excitation tip is located near the edge or

corner.

Different scanning microscopy techniques have been utilized to study SPP modes

on the surface of gold platelets. One of the common techniques to study plasmonic
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5.1. Dipolar emission at an air-metal interface

resonance modes for different shapes of gold platelets is a scanning transmission elec-

tron microscopy (STEM) in combination with an electron energy loss spectroscopy

(EELS) [159–161]. Although this technique offers unprecedented spatial resolution

due to the high energy of an electron beam in a vacuum, it is not practical as a char-

acterization technique for on-chip hybrid systems composed of both dielectric and

metallic nanostructures.

Scattering SNOM is another well-established microscopy technique that has been

used to study SPP near-field pattern on the surface of gold platelets and other 2D

materials [143, 162, 163]. Interference patterns of the SPP excited at the corner or

next to the edge of a gold platelet are position and polarization-dependent. Changing

the position or polarization of an incident beam can be utilized to excite particular

SPPs modes and, in turn, different paths for SPP propagation [164]. In scattering

SNOM, far-field illumination is used to excite the SPPs. To this end, a sharp tip

acts as an electric dipole, exciting SPP point source on the surface of a gold platelet.

Electromagnetic fields that are scattered by a sharp tip contain high spatial frequency

components that match the wave vector of surface plasmons and enable the excitation

of SPPs. [165]. Nevertheless, the far-field illumination always interferes with excited

SPPs in the near field, obscuring a near-field pattern due to merely SPP waves in-

terference [157, 158]. A dual-tip SNOM allows point-source excitation at the desired

location on a sample eliminating the effect of the far-field illumination on a measured

SPP near-field pattern.

This chapter presents the result of the interference pattern of SPPs on a gold

platelet due to a dipolar emission from the excitation tip near the edge of a gold

platelet. The image dipole method is used to analytically calculate the interference

pattern of SPPs on the gold platelet. The corresponding numerical calculation also

confirms the accuracy of the image dipole method for calculating a near-field pattern

measured by the dual-tip SNOM on planar geometries.1

5.1 Dipolar emission at an air-metal interface

Figure 5.1(a) shows an electric dipole p = (px, py, pz), located at distance z = d from

a dielectric-gold interface, oscillating with a constant frequency ω which gives rise

to an electric field distribution E. The electric field expressed in a cylindrical basis

1The results of this chapter have been published in [166].
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noted that the second-order images of the image dipoles have been neglected due to

the short propagation length of SPPs, leading to their quick decay before multiple

reflections from edges.

Figure 5.1(b) illustrates an in-plane electric dipole (red double arrow) and its

image dipoles (orange double arrows) relative to the edges of a hexagon-like gold

platelet. The position of the original dipole corresponds to the aperture position of

the excitation tip of the dual-tip SNOM (Fig. 5.3). The edge next to the excitation

tip is numbered (1). The electric field intensity distribution on a plane z = d above

the air-gold interface is calculated using Eq. (5.1). The electric field intensity of SPPs

is the result of the interference between the electric field of SPPs generated by the

original dipole p0 and six image dipoles p1−6, is given by,

|E|2 = C

∣

∣

∣

∣

6
∑

n=0

exp(ikSPPρn)√
kSPPρn

(

p(x,n) cosφn + p(y,n) sinφn + p(z,n)
)

(

kSPP
kz,d

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(5.2)

where C =
∣

∣

∣
Mv⃗ exp

(

2ikz,1d
)

exp(iωt)
∣

∣

∣

2

and n is the number of the dipoles in the

calculations. The vector components of the image dipoles, p(x,n), p(y,n), p(z,n) can

be expressed as, pn = p0Γ exp(iδ), where Γ is the reflection coefficient of the metal

edge and δ is the phase shift between the excited and reflected SPPs. The reflection

coefficient and the phase shift should be taken into account since the amplitude and

phase of the reflected SPPs change upon the reflection and depend on the dielectric

constant of the gold platelet, the surrounding medium, and the incidence angle with

which they hit the edges [169]. For normal incidence of the SPPs upon the edges

of the gold platelet the reflection coefficient and and the phase shift are Γ = 0.15

δ = 0.35π respectively [168].

5.2 SPP excitation near the edge of a gold platelet

For a dual-tip SNOM measurement near the edge of a planar geometry, a monocrys-

talline gold platelet with the thickness of 185 nm with a supporting substrate of

polycrystalline gold film with the thickness of 220 nm was used. The excitation tip il-

luminated the gold platelet at distance about 1 ➭m away from its edge at a wavelength

of λ0 = 1550 nm. The artistic view of the dual-tip SNOM configuration is shown in

Fig. 5.2. The detection tip automatically maps the near-field pattern of SPPs around

the excitation tip over entire area of the gold platelet without any collisions.

Figure 5.3(a) shows the SEM image of the measured monocrystalline gold platelet.

Figure 5.3(b) depicts the measured near-field pattern of SPPs by the detection tip.
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5.2. SPP excitation near the edge of a gold platelet

To find the periodicity of the interference fringes corresponding to λSPP/2, the

fitted exponential function (F) was subtracted from the line intensity profile (I). Then

its Fourier transform was calculated [143]. The reason for subtracting the exponential

function from the measured intensity is to separate two different parts of the signal

containing both exponential decay and oscillatory behavior of the SPP propagation

related to the modulation of SPPs standing wave. The peak of the Fourier transform

is attained at Λ = 0.77 ➭m, resulting in the SPPs wavelength λSPP = 1.54 ➭m.

Moreover, from dispersion relation kSPP = 2π
λ0

√

ϵdϵm
ϵd+ϵm

, at the excitation wavelength

λ0 = 1.55 ➭m for the dielectric constant of gold ϵm = −115.13 + 11.25i, the value of

the SPPs wavelength is λSPP = 1.54 ➭m, which indicates the excellent agreement with

the value extracted from the measurements.

In summary, it was shown that the dual-tip SNOM allows near-field excitation

and detection of the SPPs on the edge or the corner of plasmonic waveguides. The

image dipole model is indeed a proper model to calculate the interference pattern

due to the dipole excitation near a planar geometries with edges. The results of this

chapter demonstrated the unprecedented capability of the dual-tip SNOM to explore

the edge effects in plasmonics and dielectric nanophotonic systems.
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Dipolar emission near a dielectric metasurface

The dual-tip SNOM setup has been used typically to map guided plasmonic modes

sustained by flat or unstructured metallic surfaces [96, 97, 171, 172]. In the previous

chapters, the automated dual-tip SNOM was also utilized to map SPP patterns due

to the emission from the excitation tip near a planer gold platelet. Although planar

waveguides are fundamental components for guiding light, the efficient harnessing of

light for different applications requires nanostructured materials. Modern fabrication

techniques have made it possible to engineer three-dimensional nanostructures called

metamaterials to manipulate subwavelength light-matter interactions [173]. Potential

applications, however, are hampered by the complex fabrication process of three-

dimensional geometries. However, the reduced dimensionality of metamaterials leads

to metasurfaces that are planar arrays of subwavelength nanoantennas. Metasur-

faces can substitute bulky optical devices in response to the demand for miniatur-

ization. They are promising platforms for on-chip nanophotonics because of their

well-established fabrication process and exceptional abilities to manipulate the am-

plitude, phase, and polarization of light at nanoscales [174–177]. According to the

material they are made of, metasurfaces can be classified as plasmonic or dielectric.

Although plasmonic metasurfaces have enabled many optical functionalities [178],

their applications are limited due to dissipative losses at optical frequencies.

In plasmonic metasurfaces, inside the nanoantenna the electric and magnetic fields

are vanished. On the other hand, inside the dielectric nanoantennas, the incoming

oscillating incident light produces a circular displacement current, resulting in a strong

magnetic resonance. Nanoantennas of higher refractive index materials, as a building

block of dielectric metasurfaces, enable magnetic or electric Mie resonances based on

displacement currents [179].
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One of the promising applications of metasurfaces is to be a host medium for

quantum emitters to enhance their radiated power in order to realize single-photon

sources [56, 180]. The radiated power by quantum emitters depends on the emission

frequency and their position with respect to a metasurface. The transition dipole

moment mimics a classical point dipole oscillation when it interacts with a host

medium [64]. In Chapter 4, it was shown that the emission from an aperture tip

could also be described with a classical dipole model. When excited modes by a dipo-

lar emission are not guided, they are mostly confined around the excitation position

and decay fast. Even if the near-field optical response is confined around the exci-

tation tip position, the automated dual-tip SNOM enables the measurements of the

position- and frequency-dependent near-field pattern due to a dipolar emission near

desired photonic systems.

In this chapter, the automated dual-tip SNOM was used to study the spatial and

spectral response of silicon nanodisk metasurfaces when they are excited in the near

field by a dipolar emission from the excitation tip. To understand the underlying

physics of this interaction, in Section 6.1, the definition of partial LDOS and its

relation with the measured near-field intensity will be explained. Section 6.2 presents

the measured near-field patterns for spectral and spatial tuning of the emission from

the excitation tip near a silicon nanodisk metasurface. The near-field measurement

results, and their corresponding numerical simulations are discussed. In Section 6.3,

the relation between the integrated mapped near-field intensity and the enhancement

of the radiated power by a dipole in the near field (partial LDOS) is investigated 1

6.1 Partial local density of optical states

The interaction of quantum emitters as near-field sources with nanostructures and the

amount of radiated power is governed by the local density of optical states (LDOS) [4].

For a particular dipole moment orientation, partial LDOS quantifies the number of

excitable electromagnetic modes. If partial LDOS is averaged over all orientations of

dipole moments, LDOS is obtained [42]. In other words, if a dipole moment randomly

oscillates in all directions of space (have no fixed dipole moment orientation), LDOS

should be taken into account.

When a dipole is oriented along a unit vector nα, α = x, y, z, its coupling mecha-

nism is quantified by the partial LDOS. Quantum emitters may possess both electric

1Parts of the results of this chapter have been published in [181].
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Chapter 6. Dipolar emission near a dielectric metasurface

and magnetic dipole transitions. For most quantum emitters, electric dipole tran-

sitions are dominant. However, magnetic dipoles are dominant transitions for some

types of quantum emitters. As a result, for such quantum emitters, both electric and

magnetic dipole transitions should be considered to calculate the total partial LDOS.

The electric ρe and magnetic ρm partial LDOS are defined as [182],

ρe(r0, ω) =
2ω

πc2

[

nα · Im
{←→
Ge

}

(r0, r0;ω) · nα

]

, (6.1)

ρm(r0, ω) =
2ω

πc2

[

nα · Im
{←→
Gm

}

(r0, r0;ω) · nα

]

, (6.2)

here r0 is a dipole position with oscillation frequency ω. The speed of light in free

space is denoted by c. The imaginary part of the dyadic Green’s function Im
{←→
G
}

is

a linear response function at position r due to a dipole excitation at position r0. The

first, second, and third columns of
←→
G correspond to the electromagnetic fields of a

dipole oriented along the x-, y- or z-axis, respectively. According to Eqs. (6.1) and

(6.2), the electric and magnetic partial LDOS can be determined by the imaginary

part of electric and magnetic Green’s functions.

The partial LDOS also determines if the radiated power by a dipole is enhanced

or suppressed when placed in a medium. In a weak coupling regime, the enhancement

of dipole radiation power P
P0

in the classical picture is the same as the enhancement

of the decay rate γ

γ0
of two-level quantum emitters and is given by [4],

γ

γ0
=

P

P0

=
6πc

ω

[

nα · Im
{←→
G (rd, rd;ω)

}

· nα

]

. (6.3)

γ0 and P0 are respectively the spontaneous decay rate and the power emitted by the

dipole in a homogeneous medium. It can be observed from Eq. (6.3) that the decay

rate enhancement or power enhancement known as Purcell factor are proportional to

the partial LDOS at the position of a quantum emitter [183]. Moreover, the partial

LDOS and the Purcell factor are determined by the imaginary part of the Green’s

function. In this regard, if a photonic system has no dissipation, the imaginary part

of the Green function can be described as a superposition of normal modes. For

instance, the imaginary part of the magnetic Green’s function due to a magnetic

dipole transition takes the form [4],

Im
{←→
Gm(r0, r0, ω)

}

=
πc2

2ω

∑

n

H∗

n(r0, ω)Hn(r0, ω), (6.4)

where Hn(r0, ω) indicates the nth excited magnetic mode at the position r0. Given

that the modes of a photonic system are orthogonal, according to Eqs. (6.2) and (6.4)

a magnetic partial LDOS is defined as,
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ρm(r0, ω) =
∑

n

[nα.H
∗

n(r0, ω)Hn(r0, ω).nα]. (6.5)

The magnetic dipole oriented along the x-axis can be assumed to understand the

relation between the measured near-field intensity and the partial LDOS. The par-

tial magnetic LDOS ρmx(r0, ω) of a photonic system at position r0 and excitation

frequency ω can be written as [42],

ρmx(r0, ω) =
∑

n

|Hxn(r0, ω)|2. (6.6)

According to Eq. (6.6), for the magnetic dipole oriented along the x axis, the partial

magnetic LDOS ρmx is determined by the superposition of the magnetic field intensity

Hx of all n modes available at the position of a dipole excitation.

Since the emission from the excitation tip mimics the radiation of an in-plane

magnetic dipole at a particular emission wavelength, all available modes should be

excited. If the detection tip is sensitive to magnetic fields, the corresponding detected

signal should be related to the partial magnetic LDOS according to Eq. (6.6). There-

fore, the partial LDOS is relevant for analyzing mapped near-field intensities using

the dual-tip SNOM.

Based on Eq. (6.3), the enhancement of the radiated power by a dipole is calcu-

lated for a volume surrounding the dipole and the sample. However, the measured

near-field intensity by the detection tip allows access only to the power in the plane

parallel to the sample surface. Both Eqs. (6.3) and (6.6) are proportional to partial

LDOS. Thus, it is expected that the power enhancement of a dipole and the inte-

grated mapped intensities measured in the near-field of the metasurface follow the

same trend of behavior which is investigated in Section 6.3.

6.2 Spatial and spectral near-field measurements near a metasurface

In the previous section, we have seen that the partial LDOS, a characteristic of pho-

tonic systems, is frequency and position-dependent. In practice, the map of par-

tial LDOS provides information about a frequency or a position where the radiated

power by a quantum emitter is enhanced. Measurements of LDOS or spontaneous

decay rate of quantum emitters have been performed with different microscopy tech-

niques [31,45,184,185]. The most conventional technique to map LDOS was developed

by integrating fluorescence lifetime imaging with a scanning probe optical microscope

where a fluorescence molecule was attached to the extremity of a tip [31]. In this
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technique, the emitter lifetime, which is inversely proportional to LDOS, is mapped

as a function of its position relative to a nanostructure [32, 55, 186].

Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) was the first proposed technique

to measure the LDOS. The capability of the SNOM to map the partial LDOS was

demonstrated theoretically and experimentally [43,45,187]. If the illumination mode

SNOM is used to measure the partial LDOS, the details of partial LDOS maps are

determined by the amount of evanescent waves collected in the far field depending

on a collection angle of an objective [44]. However, the partial LDOS was mapped

using a particular configuration of an illumination SNOM, the so-called forbidden

light SNOM [188]. In the forbidden light SNOM, propagating components of the elec-

tromagnetic fields are filtered, and the evanescent waves are converted into traveling

waves detected in the far field below a sample [45], similar to a leakage radiation mi-

croscopy [136]. In the forbidden light SNOM, evanescent waves are collected only in

half-space beneath the sample. In contrast to the forbidden light SNOM, the detec-

tion tip of the dual-tip SNOM can directly map the evanescent waves in the near-field

of a sample. Thus, changes of an integrated measured near-field intensity are also ex-

pected to be consistent with the modification of partial LDOS at different excitation

aperture tip positions. None of the mentioned measurement techniques can provide

information regarding the spatial distribution of electromagnetic fields in the near

field when a single emitter interacts with nanostructures. Here, the results of the

position- and wavelength-dependent near-field intensity patterns due to the dipolar

emission from the excitation tip near the silicon metasurface are presented. According

to Eq. (6.3), the transition frequency or the position of a quantum emitter relative to

a metasurface affects the number of excited modes and, in turn, the electromagnetic

field distribution in the near-field of a metasurface. Figure 6.1 demonstrates the artis-

tic view of the excitation and detection tips on a nanodisk silicon metasurface. The

metasurface was excited at different illumination wavelengths for frequency-dependent

near-field measurements. The excitation tip position relative to the metasurface was

fixed. During position-dependent measurements, the illumination wavelength of the

excitation tip remained constant, while the position of the excitation tip relative to

the metasurface was changed.

6.2.1 Near-field pattern spectral dependence

Silicon nanodisks are regarded as promising building blocks of dielectric metasurfaces.

Tailoring the geometrical parameters of silicon nanodisks including diameter [189],
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fields. The excellent agreement between the measured near-field intensities and the

numerically calculated electric field intensities in Fig. 6.3 corroborates the assumption

of the detection tip’s sensitivity to electric fields.

In spectral-dependent near-field measurements, the partial LDOS at the position

of the excitation tip determines the amount of light that is scattered from or transmit-

ted through the metasurface [42]. Since the position of the excitation tip is stationary,

the modification of LDOS can be observed only by changing the illumination wave-

length. In Fig. 6.3(a) a near-field pattern at the excitation wavelength λ = 1.5 ➭m

shows the lowest maximum intensity compared to near-field patterns at other excita-

tion wavelengths. The detection tip maps the scattered light in the near field of the

metasurface. According to the transmittance spectra in Fig. 6.2(a) at illumination

wavelength λ = 1.5 ➭m, most of the light is transmitted through the metasurface, and

the amount of scattered light is not significant. For λ = 1.55 ➭m, the lower transmit-

tance corresponds to the stronger scattering by nanodisks at this wavelength. The

mapped near-field intensity is also stronger than at λ = 1.5 ➭m since the higher

partial LDOS results in stronger scattering and coupling between the nanodisks. Fi-

nally, the near field of the metasurface was mapped at the magnetic dipole resonance

wavelength λ = 1.6 ➭m. The strong near-field is due to magnetic dipoles induced

in the nanodisks at the illumination wavelength λ = 1.6 ➭m. The magnetic dipole

radiation enhanced the scattered light from the metasurface enabling the excitation

of the magnetic dipoles in the adjacent nanodisks. In Section. 6.3 the calculation of

partial LDOS at the excitation wavelengths will confirm the assumption of the largest

partial LDOS at the MD resonance wavelength. Furthermore, the relation between

the integrated mapped near-field intensity and the radiated power of a dipole for the

spectral-dependent near-field measurements is discussed.

6.2.2 Near-field pattern spatial dependence

The previous section discussed the spectral-dependent near-field patterns of a meta-

surface. However, from an application perspective, to enhance or suppress the radi-

ated power by quantum emitters, the radiation frequency related to the energy states

can not be changed because it is an intrinsic property of a quantum emitter. Thus,

the only approach to modifying the quantum emitters’ decay rate is to change their

position in a host medium.

For the position-dependent near-field measurements, a silicon nanodisk metasur-

face featuring two distinct electric and magnetic resonances at wavelengths λMD =
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corresponding numerical simulations of the in-plane magnetic intensity in the near

field of the metasurface for a y-polarized plane wave illumination. Comparing the

calculated intensity of the electric and magnetic fields with the measured near-field

intensities in the collection mode it can be concluded that the detection tip detected

the magnetic fields more efficiently. The mapped near-field intensity and the simulated

in-plane magnetic field intensities show nearly the same near-field patterns. However,

the measured near-field intensity by the aperture tip could not reveal features of the

intensity distribution that are smaller than the aperture tip’s resolution, which is

limited to its diameter of 350 nm.

In order to perform position-dependent near-field measurements, the excitation

tip illuminated the metasurface at the ED resonance wavelength λ = 1624 nm. The

excitation tip was stationary throughout the measurements. A nanopositioning piezo-

electric stage displaced the metasurface with respect to the excitation tip. Figures

6.6(a-d) and 6.7(a-e) exhibit the near-field intensity patterns mapped by the detection

tip for successive displacements of the metasurface along the x- and y-axis, respec-

tively. The initial position of the excitation tip relative to the metasurface in Fig.

6.6(a), ∆x = 0 and in Fig. 6.7(a), ∆y = 0 was selected arbitrarily. The metasurface

displacements ∆x and ∆y from the initial position are shown on top of each column.

The total displacement of the metasurface was roughly one lattice constant. The ex-

citation tip position showed the error of ±0.05 ➭m in its position due to mechanical

and thermal drifts. There is also the error of ±0.1 ➭m to determine the absolute

initial position of the excitation tip’s aperture with respect to the metasurface. Even

though it was possible to use smaller displacement steps to cover one lattice constant,

using more steps was avoided to prevent the drift of the excitation tip caused by a

longer measurement time.

In the numerical simulations, an in-plane magnetic dipole oriented along the y-

axis represents the emission from the excitation aperture tip. White dots with green

double arrows denote the excitation aperture tip position and the magnetic dipole,

respectively. The white circles mark the edges of the nanodisks. Figures 6.6(i-l) and

6.7(k-o) show the simulation results of the in-plane magnetic field intensity distri-

butions monitored in a plane 20 nm above the metasurface when it is excited by a

magnetic dipole in the same plane. The metasurface was displaced in simulations

with corresponding retrieved displacements from experiments. In Figs. 6.6(i-l) and

6.7(k-o), the simulated results are plotted with the same scale to increase the visi-

bility of features in the near-field intensity patterns. For the sake of comparing the
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simulations and near-field measurements in Figs 6.6(i-l) and 6.7(k-o), the calculated

intensities corresponding to the avoidance area (gray parabolic-like region) were set to

zero. Therefore, Figs. 6.6(e-h) and 6.7(f-j) show simulation results with zero intensi-

ties within the avoidance area. The number on the right bottom corner of each panel

denotes the maximum normalized intensity in the corresponding panel calculated by

dividing the intensities in each panel by a maximum intensity calculated or measured

for displacements along the same direction.

In Fig. 6.6(a), the excitation aperture tip is located on top of a nanodisk, and

the strong near-field intensity is observed on the nanodisk next to the excitation tip

position. The mapped near-field pattern is mainly due to the scattering of nanodisk

modes when excited by the emission from the aperture tip. The corresponding simu-

lated near-field intensity considering the avoidance area in Fig. 6.6(e) is in excellent

agreement with the experimentally mapped intensity in Fig. 6.6(a).

However, Fig. 6.6(i), the simulation result without setting the avoidance area to

zero shows strong intensities in both x and y directions. The radiation of a magnetic

dipole (or emission from the aperture tip) oriented along the x axis, positioned close to

the center of the nanodisk, efficiently excited the ED mode. The enhanced scatterings

from the nanodisk are coupled to neighboring nanodisks along the x- and y-axis and

less efficiently in diagonal directions according to the angular radiation of a dipole (or

emission from the excitation tip). The coupled field decays fast since the metasurface

could not support guided modes. The reason why the mapped near-field intensity

in Fig. 6.6(a) is stronger along the x-axis is attributed to the asymmetry of the

avoidance area. Due to the particular parabolic shape of the avoidance area, the

nearest measurable point along the y-direction is further away than along the x-

direction. Moreover, as the intensity decays rapidly from the excitation point, a lower

intensity was mapped in the y-direction.

The excitation tip was placed above the edges of a nanodisk for the displacements

in Figs. 6.6(b-c). At the edges of the nanodisks, the ED mode is not excited efficiently.

Therefore, the near-field patterns show weaker intensity patterns compared to Fig.

6.6(a). The corresponding simulations with the avoidance area in Figs. 6.6(f-g) also

confirms the decrease of the maximum intensities. The slight difference between the

measured near-field pattern in Fig. 6.6(b) and simulated near-field intensity in Fig.

6.6(f) could be the result of the error in retrieving the exact position of the excitation

tip on the metasurface, or it could be attributed to the low signal-to-noise ratio of

the detection tip. In Fig. 6.6(j-k), we show the simulations excluding the avoidance
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is expected to show a similar pattern as the mapped intensity in Fig. 6.6(a). Similar

patterns are observed in the measured near-field intensity in Fig. 6.6(a),(d) and the

corresponding simulated intensities in Fig. 6.6(e), (h). Although simulated near-field

patterns in Figs. 6.6(i) and (l) are not identical they still display very similar near-field

distribution for the displacement of roughly one lattice constant.

A displacement of the metasurface along the y-axis also leads to different coupling

efficiencies, resulting in distinct intensity patterns in the near field of the metasurface.

Figures 6.7(a-e) exhibit the measured near-field intensity pattern when the metasur-

face is displaced along the y-axis. In Fig. 6.7(a), the aperture tip’s initial position

on the upper edge of the nanodisk results in the higher intensity along the y-axis.

It is evident that the excitation tip position relative to a nanodisk of the metasur-

face determines the scattering direction and, in turn, the excited modes, which is

consistent with the behavior of partial LDOS at different positions. The simulated

near-field pattern in Fig. 6.7(f) shows good agreement with the mapped intensity

in Fig. 6.7(a). The simulated near-field intensity in Fig. 6.7(k) also reveals modes

coupling due to scattering mainly along the y-axis.

In Fig. 6.7(b), the excitation tip is placed almost in the middle of the nanodisk.

The mapped intensity is, therefore, stronger along the x-axis similar to Fig. 6.6(a).

The numerical result at the corresponding position in Fig. 6.7(g), considering the

avoidance area, verifies the measured near-field distribution pattern in Fig. 6.7(b).

The asymmetry of the avoidance area explains the stronger near-field intensity along

the x-axis. Nevertheless, the simulation of the near-field intensity without avoidance

area (Fig. 6.7(l)) shows the coupling of modes in all directions.

In Figs. 6.7(c) and 6.7(d), the excitation tip is positioned on the inner edge of the

nanodisk and in between the nanodisks, respectively. The maximum intensity is lower

when the excitation tip is located in between the nanodisks, which indicates a less

efficient coupling of the excitation tip’s emission to the modes of the metasurface. In

other words, the number of available modes that the dipolar emission can couple into

is lower when the excitation tip is on the edge of a nanodisk or between nanodisks.

The details of the simulated near-field patterns in Figs. 6.7(h) and 6.7(i) are not

observed in the mapped near-field intensities in Figs. 6.7(c) and 6.7(d). The reason

is the low signal-to-noise ratio of the detection tip. The corresponding simulations

without avoidance area in Fig. 6.7(m-n) also indicate that the emission from the

excitation tip was not efficiently coupled to the modes of the metasurface. Therefore,

no details are observed in simulated near-field intensity patterns.
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In Fig. 6.7(e), the excitation tip is placed nearly at a distance of one period

from its initial position, i.e., in the upper edge of the nanodisk. The mapped near-

field pattern shows mode coupling due to emission scattering from the excitation tip

along the y-axis. The near-field pattern is also similar to the intensity distribution

obtained for the excitation at the initial position of the tip (Fig. 6.7(a)), indicating

that the displacement along the y-axis corresponded to almost one lattice constant.

The simulation in Fig. 6.7(j) shows a good agreement with the measurement result in

Fig. 6.7(e), which also displays the more efficient excitation of modes and their longer

decay length along the y-axis. Moreover, in Fig. 6.7(o), the result of the simulation

without avoidance area also shows a higher intensity along the y-axis.

Remarkably, the results of position-dependent near-field patterns measured by

the dual-tip SNOM are in good agreement with the numerical simulations. The small

discrepancies between the measurements and simulations can be explained as follows.

The slight broadening of the measured near-field intensity patterns, as compared

with the simulations, is due to the limited resolution of the detection tip defined by its

aperture diameter. The detection tip cannot resolve features of the near-field intensity

that are smaller than the size of its aperture [4]. Hence, it averages over small features

during the detection of the optical near-field signal. Furthermore, the map of the near-

field optical signal and topography signal (white circles on the measured near-field

intensities) experienced different offsets next to the boundary of the avoidance area

arising from the asymmetric coating geometry of the excitation and detection tips.

Thus, the interpretation of near-field intensity according to the topography signal

becomes more difficult for the measured near-field next to the avoidance area.

6.3 Integrated measured near-field intensity and partial LDOS

When it comes to a dipole excitation near a photonic system and the respective

near-field distribution, the role that the change of partial LDOS plays in measured

near-field patterns should be discussed. When a classical magnetic dipole is placed

near a nanostructure, the magnetic partial LDOS (Eq. 6.5) quantifies the number of

excited modes at the position of a magnetic dipole according to the strength of the

polarization vectors of magnetic fields projected along the direction of the magnetic

dipole [42]. To elaborate on the definition of the magnetic partial LDOS, consider

the example of the magnetic field intensity and the in-plane polarization vectors of

the ED mode in Fig. 6.4(c). The maximum contribution of the ED mode to the

partial LDOS is obtained for a magnetic dipole polarized along the x-axis and placed
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the detection tip are summed up within the scan windows as follows,

M
∑

x=1

N
∑

y=1

I(x, y). (6.7)

Here, I(x, y) is the intensity at pixel position (x, y). The number of pixels along the

width and length of the scan window is M and N , which are equal in dual-tip SNOM

measurements. For intensities within the avoidance area, I(x, y) = 0. It is useful to

consider Eq. (6.6) to elaborate the relation between the integrated intensity and the

partial LDOS. According to Eq. (6.6), the mapped near-field intensity is related to

the partial LDOS when the excitation tip is described as a magnetic dipole oriented

along x or y direction. If the integrated near-field intensity changes, it indicates the

partial LDOS modification at the excitation tip position [42]. Furthermore, referring

to Eq. (6.3) where the power enhancement is proportional to partial LDOS, in the

rest of the chapter, the relation between the integrated measured near-field intensities

in the spectral and spatial near-field measurements and the power enhancements at

the excitation tip position will be discussed.

The radiated power of a magnetic dipole Prad, at the position of the excitation

tips in the near-field measurements, was calculated using Lumerical FDTD solver.

Calculations were carried out inside the volume enclosing the entire metasurface. P0

denotes the power radiation of a dipole on a glass substrate without silicon nanodisks.

The dipolar emission is coupled to radiative and non-radiative modes. The radiative

Prad and non-radiative Ploss power emitted from a magnetic dipole, located at z = 20

nm above the metasurface was calculated for the excitation wavelengths in the near-

field measurements. As expected, the losses are negligible in the analyzed spectral

range of the silicon metasurface; thus, all the emission corresponds to radiative power.

To compare the integrated measured near-field intensity and power enhancement

by a dipole, the normalized power was numerically calculated for both spectral (Fig.

6.3) and spatial (Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 ) near-field measurements. Figure 6.8(a) shows

the integrated intensity calculated from near-field measurements (Fig. 6.3(a)) and

corresponding simulations in Fig. 6.3(b). The intensity values are integrated over

the scan window, excluding the avoidance area. The integrated intensity values from

the measurements were normalized to the maximum integrated intensity calculated

by numerical simulations. Figure 6.8(b) shows the normalized power (power enhance-

ment) radiated by a magnetic dipole. The normalized radiated power was simulated

for excitation wavelengths of the near-field spectral-dependence measurements. It

is evident from Figs. 6.8(a) and (b) that changes of integrated intensities (in-plane
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reason for the observed discrepancy in the measured near-field intensities compared

with simulations. Figures 6.9(b) and 6.9(d) show the power enhancement Prad/P0

and power loss Ploss/P0 for the metasurface displacements ∆x and ∆y. Comparing

the integrated intensity and power enhancement again corroborates that integrated

measured position-dependent near-field intensities using the dual-tip SNOM and the

corresponding calculated power enhancement of a dipole show the same change of

behavior. It should be emphasized that the integrated near-field intensity can only

determine the relative changes of partial LDOS for different excitation positions.

To further support the argument that near-field measurements using dual-tip

SNOM can predict the partial LDOS behavior, the electromagnetic near-field dis-

tribution for metasurface displacements along the x- and y-axis relative to a magnetic

dipole were numerically calculated for one lattice constant L = 915 nm (red lines in

the insets of the Fig. 6.10) with an increment of 15 nm. Numerical simulations were

carried out for a magnetic dipole with the orientation along the x-axis. The initial

magnetic dipole positions relative to the metasurface were chosen according to the

initial position of the excitation tip relative to the metasurface for position-dependent

near-field measurements with displacements along the x- and y-axis.

Figures 6.10(a) and 6.10(c) show the results of the integrated near-field intensity

in a plane z = 20 nm above the metasurface after setting the intensity data of the

avoidance area to zero. The power enhancement Prad/P0 and power loss Ploss/P0 of

the dipole are plotted in Figs. 6.10(b) and 6.10(d). Despite excluding the avoidance

area, the integrated intensities appear to behave in much the same way as power

enhancement Prad/P0. Thus, we can argue that observed changes in the integrated

near-field intensities indicate the partial LDOS modifications.

In conclusion, near-field measurements using the automated dual-tip SNOM showed

that the mapped near-field patterns due to dipolar emission from an excitation aper-

ture tip vary at different excitation frequencies and dipole positions relative to the

silicon metasurface. Moreover, the extent and direction of the mapped near-field in-

tensity patterns highly depend on the position and the orientation of a dipole. More

strikingly, it was verified that the integrated mapped near-field intensity, despite the

inaccessibility of optical near-field data within avoidance area, can predict the behav-

ior of the partial LDOS at different excitation positions.
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7
Summary and outlook

The main goal of this thesis was to realize a fully automated and robust dual-tip

SNOM and demonstrate its capabilities to characterize nanophotonic systems. The

distinct advantage of the dual-tip SNOM is the excitation and detection of evanescent

waves in the near field of the sample, accessing optical information that is hard to

attain with other super-resolution microscopy techniques. Despite the versatility of

dual-tip SNOM to perform a wide variety of near-field measurements, thus far, only a

few measurements have been reported using the dual-tip SNOM. The primary reason

that dual-tip SNOM has not attracted much attention so far was the lack of a reliable

method to control the distance between the excitation and detection tips and prevent

their collision and damage during near-field measurements.

In this thesis, I realized the first fully automated dual-tip SNOM, where the de-

tection tip automatically scans the entire area surrounding the excitation tip without

any collision. The instabilities encountered in a previous attempt to realize the au-

tomated detection tip were overcome by using a digital SNOM controller capable of

simultaneously controlling excitation and detection tips.

Implementing a collision prevention scheme based on weakly coupled oscillators

(tuning forks) to automate the detection tip scan was thoroughly investigated. The

relevant parameters such as excitation tip position and the minimum distance between

the excitation and detection tip were introduced. The stability and robustness of the

automated dual-tip SNOM were explored for a wide range of oscillation amplitudes of

the excitation tip and avoidance threshold signals, as the main parameters affecting

the stability of the automated scan procedure.

Once the automated dual-tip SNOM was successfully implemented, it was used

to measure the near field of different photonic systems. Since most photonic systems
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are polarization-sensitive, it is essential to characterize the emission polarization from

excitation aperture tips. I have investigated the polarization characteristic of the

emission from bent fiber aperture tip through exciting SPPs on an air-gold interface.

The results of the near-field SPP patterns verified that the bent aperture tips, de-

pending on their specific geometry, allow only particular polarizations to pass through

the bend and arrive at the aperture plane. Furthermore, a comparison between the

emission pattern from the real geometry of the excitation tip and the radiation pat-

tern of a magnetic dipole was performed. It was shown that the Bethe-Bouwkamp

model, which describes the emission from a subwavelength aperture in an infinite

conducting plane, is a good approximation for describing the emission from an exci-

tation tip with a subwavelength aperture. Since the dual-tip SNOM has facilitated

the characterization of the emission from the aperture tip, the emission patterns of

different aperture tips were investigated through the near-field angular distribution

pattern of the SPPs. The field distribution of excited SPPs gives information about

both the polarization and the angular emission from the excitation aperture tip. In

this regard, a directional pattern of the SPPs was mapped by a detection tip for the

emission from one of the excitation tips, indicating the excitation of both electric and

magnetic dipole moments when the fiber mode was incident on the aperture plane at

an oblique angle. Thus, the near-field pattern of SPPs provides a way to determine

the electric and magnetic dipole moments that could be excited at the apex of the

aperture tip according to its geometry. Next, I wanted to demonstrate the unique

applicability of the dual-tip SNOM by locally excite nanostructured photonic systems

at their specific geometric features and map the corresponding near-field distribution.

As a first step in this direction, I conducted experiments when the excitation aperture

tip illuminated the edge of a gold platelet and excited SPP waves on the edge. The

detection tip mapped a complex near-field pattern due to the excited SPPs and re-

flected SPPs from edges of a hexagon-like monocrystalline gold platelet. To the best

of our knowledge, it was the first measured near-field interference pattern of SPPs

due to the edge excitation and detection merely in the near field. In similar near-field

measurements, the far-field illumination always used to excited the SPP waves on

the edge. The dipolar emission from the aperture tip close to the edge of the gold

platelet allowed the image dipole method to calculate the near-field distribution of the

SPPs interference pattern analytically. Comparing the numerical calculation of the

SPP interference pattern on the gold platelet with the analytical model showed the
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relevance of the image dipole method to calculate the interference pattern measured

by a dual-tip SNOM on metallic surfaces with edges.

The ability of the automated dual-tip SNOM to examine nanostructured samples

was further verified by a robust automated scan performed by a detection tip on

a silicon nanodisk metasurface. In this regard, the dual-tip SNOM measured the

spectral- and spatial-dependent near-field patterns above a nanodisk metasurface. For

spectral-dependent near-field measurements, the excitation tip illuminated the silicon

metasurface at different wavelengths. Furthermore, in position-dependent near-field

intensity measurements, the excitation wavelength remained unchanged at the electric

dipole resonance of the metasurface while the excitation tip position relative to the

metasurface was changed. The changes of integrated measured near-field intensity

maps were shown to be correlated to the partial LDOS of the metasurface at the

position of the excitation tip. The integrated intensity was larger for positions where

e.g. the larger partial LDOS was expected. Numerical calculations also corroborated

that the integrated intensity of a near-field pattern mapped by a detection tip is

related to the partial LDOS of the nanodisk metasurface at the respective excitation

position.

Prospectively, the automated dual-tip SNOM as a novel near-field measurement

technique has great potential to study near-field optical phenomena in various nanopho-

tonic systems. Apart from metasurfaces, photonic crystals, and waveguides, investi-

gation of topological photonics can profit from the dual-tip SNOM where the mea-

surements of bound states in the continuum are of great interest [193]. The cross

density of states (CDOS), indicating the correlation between the excitation and de-

tection points in complex [87,194] and disordered photonic systems [195], can be also

measured using the dual-tip SNOM.

The dual-tip SNOM can systematically characterize the emission pattern from

SNOM tips with different apex geometry. However, future research should replace

aperture tips which have rather low transmission and resolution, with other SNOM

tips such as plasmonic tips to enhance the excitation and detection efficiencies, and

the spatial resolution of obtained images [196].

The automated dual-tip SNOM can also interface a quantum emitter with a pho-

tonic system. In doing so, the quantum emitter can be located at the desired position,

and the detection tip can map a corresponding near-field optical response due to the

interaction of a dipole moment transition with the surrounding medium. The most

practical tip could be a quantum emitter grafted at the apex of the uncoated fiber tip
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allowing both electric and magnetic dipole transition [38]. Furthermore, spin-orbit

interaction [197] phenomena could be investigated in the near field using circularly

polarized light emitted from an excitation tip, while a detection tip measures the near-

field distribution in chiral quantum photonic systems [64,198]. Moreover, the highest

efficiency of quantum emitter coupling to a nanophotonic system can be achieved if

the dipolar emission of the quantum emitter is coupled to the mode of a resonator

with a similar field distribution. Using the dual-tip configuration to identify the

emission pattern of a point source, such as the aperture tip, fluorescent molecule, or

quantum dot, could therefore provide better control of quantum emitter coupling to

nanophotonic systems.

Moreover, it was shown that the integrated intensity of a near-field map is cor-

related to the partial LDOS for a particular excitation position. Hence, if the far-

field measurement is integrated into the automated dual-tip SNOM setup, the partial

LDOS behavior can be investigated simultaneously with both illumination SNOM

and dual-tip SNOM. As a result, the radiative and nonradiative parts of the scattered

near field could be determined.

However, one of the most challenging and intriguing applications of the dual-tip

SNOM that is still ahead of us would be measuring the dyadic Green function of pho-

tonic systems for a dipolar excitation at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. The

automated dual-tip setup can only map the near-field intensity. If an interferomet-

ric phase-detection setup is integrated into the dual tip SNOM, the amplitudes and

phases of the in-plane electric and magnetic fields can be measured. Consequently,

all electromagnetic field components can also be retrieved if only in-plane electric

and magnetic field components are measured [199]. In addition to the complexities

that a single aperture tip caused in the near-field measurements [4, 116, 200], extra

challenges particular to the automated dual-tip SNOM should be addressed to enable

the dyadic Green’s function measurement. Currently, the automated dual-tip SNOM

suffers from thermal and mechanical drift after long hours of measurements, and this

issue should be addressed to increase the precision of measurement results. Moreover,

the perturbation of the near-field distribution due to two SNOM tips and their influ-

ence on image formation when two tips are laterally close should be investigated with

rigorous numerical calculations. Nevertheless, the automated dual-tip SNOM is still

in its infancy and has great potential to develop further and investigate the unknown

aspects of near-field phenomena in a nanoscale world.
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A
Zusammenfassung

Das Hauptziel dieser Doktorarbeit war die Realisierung eines vollautomatischen und

robusten optisches Rasternahfeldmikroskop (SNOM) mit Doppelspitzen ermöglicht.

Dieses den Zugang zu optischen Informationen, die mit anderen superauflösenden

Mikroskopietechniken nicht einfach zu erreichen sind. Der entscheidende Vorteil des

Doppelspitzen-SNOM ist die Anregung und Detektion von evaneszenten Wellen im

Nahfeld der Probe. Es fehlte jedoch eine zuverlässige Methode, um den Abstand

zwischen den Anregungs- und Detektionsspitzen zu kontrollieren, um deren Kolli-

sion und Beschaedigung während der Nahfeldmessungen zu verhindern. Beim vol-

lautomatischen Doppelspitzen SNOM tastet die Detektionsspitze automatisch den

gesamten Bereich um die Anregungsspitze herum ab, ohne dass es zu Kollisionen

kommt. In dieser Arbeit wurde die Implementierung eines Kollisionsverhinderungss-

chemas auf der Grundlage schwach gekoppelter Oszillatoren (Stimmgabeln) zur Au-

tomatisierung der Abtastung der Detektionsspitze eingehend erläutert. Nach erfol-

greicher Implementierung des automatisierten Doppelspitzen-SNOM wurde der Auf-

bau zur Messung des Nahfelds verschiedener photonischer Materialien verwendet.

Zunächst wurde das Doppelspitzen-SNOM verwendet, um die Polarisationscharak-

teristik der Emission von der gebogenen Faseraperturspitze durch Anregung von

Oberflächenplasmonenpolaritonen (SPPs) an einer Luft-Gold-Grenzfläche zu unter-

suchen. Darüber hinaus zeigte ein Vergleich zwischen dem Emissionsmuster der

realen Geometrie der Anregungsspitze und dem Strahlungsmuster eines magnetischen

Dipols, dass das Bethe-Bouwkamp-Modell eine gute Annäherung ist, um die Emission

von der Subwellenlängen-Apertur einer Faserspitze zu beschreiben. Darüber hinaus

wurde mit einer Detektionsspitze eine gerichtete Feldverteilung der SPPs für die Emis-

sion von einer Anregungsspitze gemessen. Die gerichtete SPP-Feldverteilung deutet
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auf die Anregung sowohl elektrischer als auch magnetischer Dipolmomente hin, wenn

die Fasermode in einem schrägen Winkel auf die Aperturebene trifft. Eine weitere

einzigartige Anwendung des Doppelspitzen-SNOM ist die lokale Anregung des Randes

oder der Ecke eines photonischen Systems und die Abbildung der entsprechenden Nah-

feldverteilung. Die automatisierte Detektionsspitze bildete auch ein komplexes Nah-

feldmuster ab, das auf die angeregten SPPs und die reflektierten SPPs von den Kan-

ten des hexagonal-ähnlichen monokristallinen Goldplättchens zurückzuführen ist. Die

dipolare Emission von der Aperturspitze in der Nähe der Kante des Goldplättchens

ermöglichte es mit dem Bild-Dipol-Modell die Nahfeldverteilung des SPP-Interferenz

analytisch zu berechnen. Die herausragendste Fähigkeit des in dieser Arbeit gezeigten

automatisierten Doppelspitzen-SNOM sind spektral- und ortsabhängige Nahfeldmes-

sungen einer Nanodisk-Metasurface als nanostrukturierte Probe. Bei den spektral-

abhängigen Nahfeldmessungen beleuchtete die Anregungsspitze die Silizium Metasur-

face bei unterschiedlichen Wellenlängen. Bei den spektralabhängigen Nahfeldmessun-

gen wurde eine feste Anregungswellenlänge verwendet, um die positionsabhängigen

Nahfeldintensitäten zu messen, wenn die Metasurface relativ zur Anregungsspitze ver-

schoben wurde. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die integrierten gemessenen Nahfeld-

intensitäten durch das Doppelspitzen-SNOM mit der partiellen lokale Zustandsdichte

der Metasurface an der Position der Anregungsspitze korreliert sind.
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